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Abstract 

Disabling hearing loss has a profound impact on an individual’s ability to interact and engage with those 

around them. Sign languages enable members of the Deaf community to communicate easily and 

effectively with one another. However, barriers exist for members of these populations when attempting 

to communicate with those who are not proficient in their language. The primary objective of this 

research was to develop a robust and user-oriented sign language recognition (SLR) system. This goal 

was accomplished through a comprehensive literature review of the wearable sensor-based SLR field, a 

national questionnaire to gather insights from members of the Deaf community, and the development of a 

novel bio-acoustic sensor system to recognize sign language gestures. Our comprehensive review of 

existing methods revealed many disadvantages of previous SLR systems making them unsuitable for 

practical applications. This literature review also revealed a disconnect between researchers and Deaf 

individuals, who are routinely noted as the potential end-users for SLR devices. Using this knowledge, a 

questionnaire was developed to gather insights and perspectives related to the SLR field directly from 

members of the Deaf community, family members and friends of Deaf individuals, and those who provide 

services targeted towards the Deaf community. Attributes including design specifications, potential 

applications, differences between American Sign Language and English, and other key considerations 

were revealed. Synthesizing our knowledge of the SLR field with the insights gathered from the 

questionnaire, we developed an unobtrusive wrist-worn SLR prototype. The wearable system is 

comprised of four high-frequency accelerometers capable of capturing mechanical micro-vibrations when 

placed over the major tendons of the wrist. Machine learning models were compared to demonstrate the 

feasibility of this system for the recognition of 15 American Sign Language gestures performed by 

multiple subjects. A series of validation experiments were carried out to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the system. We also experimented with features to determine optimal sensor placement and the value of 

the high-frequency signals. Future iterations of this research will involve testing the system on larger 

lexicons of signs and adapting deep learning models to recognize continuous sign language sentences. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Human sensory systems enable individuals to remain connected to and conscious of their 

surroundings. The sense of sound is a phenomenon that occurs as sensory receptors – hair cells 

within the inner ear canal – respond to external stimuli [1]. Sound waves are acoustic vibrations, 

which occur as energy is transmitted through a medium from one location to another without 

displacing the medium itself [2]. Three small bones within the ear canal vibrate in response to 

pressure fluctuations from sound waves, and transfer these vibrations to the sensory receptors [1]. 

Mechanical energy is transformed into electrical impulses, which are then transmitted to the 

brain. An individual may not be able to perceive sounds if their ear canal is blocked, or if any 

components of the inner ear are physically damaged or deficient. 

Hearing loss is an audiological condition defined as a partial or total inability to perceive 

sounds [3]. The term disabling hearing loss is used to classify a reduction of at least 40 dB in 

adults and 30 dB in children [4]. The term deaf is the medical designation for someone with 

disabling hearing loss, whereas Deaf with an upper case D is used to describe deaf individuals 

who participate in Deaf culture and use sign language [5]. Disabling hearing loss can severely 

impact an individual’s ability to recognize sounds and comprehend speech, which directly 

influences their ability to remain independent and engaged in their community.  

 Sign languages are comprised of vast lexicons of hand gestures, which act as the 

building blocks for meaningful conversation. Sign languages are regarded as the primary form of 

communication and first language for many members of the Deaf community [6]. Low literacy 

rates are observed for Deaf individuals since there is no direct written form for sign languages, 
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and there are distinct grammatical differences between signed and spoken languages [7]. 

Challenges can arise for Deaf individuals when attempting to converse with people who are 

unfamiliar with their first language. Effective strategies must be developed to bridge the 

communication gap that exists between Deaf and hearing individuals. 

Devices to recognize sign language gestures have been explored extensively in literature. 

The sign language recognition (SLR) field of research involves camera-based systems, wearable 

sensor-based devices, and combinations of these two entities. Wearable sensor configurations 

include strain sensors, tactile or pressure sensors, surface electromyography (sEMG) sensors, or 

inertial sensors [8][9]. Wearable sensors can be attached directly to the user, or embedded into 

gloves, armbands, or other wearable devices. The classification of sign language gestures in these 

systems is typically performed by machine learning algorithms. 

Although numerous attempts have been made to develop SLR systems, devices explored 

in past studies are not regularly used by Deaf individuals. In general, there is a tradeoff between 

integrating fewer sensors into the device to make it more comfortable, and maximizing the 

robustness and performance of the system. Additional factors that may inhibit widespread use of 

a system include limited functionality, high monetary costs, limited portability, and a disregard 

for the design preferences of the end users. There is an inherent need to develop an accurate, 

robust, and user-centric SLR system. 

Accelerometers show great promise for use in many applications due to their small size, 

low cost, and versatility. Acoustic vibrations propagating through solid objects can be detected by 

accelerometers sampling at high frequencies [10]. Bio-acoustics is the fusion of biology – the 

study of living organisms – with  acoustics, which is the study of the production, transmission, 

and reception of vibrational energy [2]. Bio-acoustic signals are vibrational waves generated from 

living organisms, including those emanating from the human body [11]. As joints undergo 
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motion, vibrational waves propagate through the rigid structures of the body [12]. Similarly, 

when the extremities of the body encounter other objects or surfaces, the collisions produce 

acoustic vibrations as energy is dissipated. High frequency accelerometers can be used to measure 

the bio-acoustic vibrations from tendons and bones in the wrist while sign language gestures are 

being performed. A low-cost, wearable device for recognizing sign language gestures could help 

Deaf individuals overcome the communication barriers they experience in daily interactions. 

1.2 Research Objectives and Contributions 

The overall objective of this research was to develop an accurate, cost-effective, and user centric 

SLR system. This aim was accomplished through an evaluation of existing methods, insights 

gathered directly from members of the Deaf community, and the development and evaluation of a 

bio-acoustic prototype system using multiple high-frequency accelerometers to recognize sign 

language gestures. The individual components that were examined and included within this 

manuscript are summarized in the following sub-sections.  

1.2.1 Wearable Sensor-Based Sign Language Recognition: A Comprehensive Review 

A comprehensive review of literature was performed to identify trends, best practices, and the 

most prominent challenges for the wearable SLR field. This is the first review of the SLR field to 

focus exclusively on wearable sensor-based systems. Studies were investigated and analyzed on a 

basis of sign language variation, sensor configuration, recognition model, study design, and 

performance metrics. This literature review identifies drawbacks of existing systems making them 

unsuitable for practical SLR applications. Gaps within the SLR field are identified, and methods 

to bridge these gaps are proposed. 
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1.2.2 Assessing the Need for a Wearable Sign Language Recognition Device for Deaf 

Individuals: Results from a National Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was developed to gather insights and perspectives on the SLR field directly from 

those who use sign language regularly. This study is the first to demonstrate how sign language 

users perceive the SLR field of research. The questionnaire was distributed to members of the 

Deaf community, family and friends of Deaf individuals, and service providers, all of whom had 

proficiency in ASL. Our results highlight the overall perception of SLR devices, pervasive 

concerns, key design characteristics, and potential applications.  

1.2.3 A Bio-Acoustic Approach to American Sign Language Using Multiple Wrist-Worn 

High-Frequency Accelerometers 

A novel bio-acoustic sensor system capable of detecting subtle tendon micro-vibrations was 

developed. Four high-frequency accelerometers were placed directly above the major tendon 

groups of the wrist. A lexicon of American Sign Language gestures was tested on multiple 

subjects, and machine learning models were compared for recognition. Several validation 

experiments and feature selection tests were carried out. This study is the first to propose a wrist-

worn SLR device comprised of multiple bio-acoustic sensors. In addition, this study is the first to 

place accelerometers over the major tendons of the wrist to measure micro-vibrations. 

1.3 Thesis Organization 

To fulfill the overall objective of this thesis, the individual research components are organized as 

follows. Chapter 2 contains our comprehensive review of the wearable sensor-based SLR field. 

Chapter 3 provides a summary of the results from our national questionnaire assessing the need 

for a wearable SLR device. Chapter 4 consists of an evaluation of our novel multimodal 

bio-acoustic SLR system. Chapter 5 includes the main conclusions of this work, as well as 

recommendations for the future direction of this research. 
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Chapter 2 

Wearable Sensor-Based Sign Language Recognition: A Comprehensive 

Review 

2.1 Introduction 

According to the World Health Organization, 466 million people worldwide have disabling 

hearing loss, which can be caused by factors such as birth complications, disease, infection, 

medication use, noise exposure, and ageing [4]. The majority of Deaf, hard of hearing, deafened, 

and non-verbal individuals rely on sign language as their primary communication mechanism. 

Sign language is a natural language comprised of combinations of gestures, facial expressions, 

and body movements that correspond to specific meanings, or semantics. Although there is 

overlap between signed languages used in different cultures, sign language itself is not 

universal [13]. It is estimated that there are over 300 variations of sign languages in use around 

the world [14]. In general, these languages are comprised of a series of one- and two-handed 

gestures that are representative of words, alphabet characters, and numbers. The dominant hand 

performs primary movements and is more active than the non-dominant hand, which performs 

either symmetric or auxiliary movements [13]. In most sign languages, fingerspelling with 

alphabet characters is used to depict proper nouns and words that do not have equivalent gestures. 

Facial expressions such as eye, mouth, and eyebrow movements accompany gestures to signify 

inflection and convey sentence meaning [15]. In comparison to spoken or written languages, 

signed languages have less of a dependency on grammar, word order, and verb tense [16]. The 

majority of people who make up hearing populations are unable to interpret or use sign language, 

and Deaf individuals are rarely fluent in spoken languages [5]. Alternative methods of 

communication must be used between the two groups in daily interactions.  
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Written communication is a common method of correspondence between Deaf and 

hearing individuals, but it is considerably slower than both spoken and signed languages [17]. 

Challenges can also arise since sign language has no direct written form [7]. It can also be 

difficult for individuals to communicate while standing in open space without a surface to write 

on, or necessary supplies. It can be argued that communicating through writing can be tedious, 

inefficient, and impersonal. Another approach used for interpreting speech is visual phonetic 

perception, commonly known as speechreading or lipreading. This complex skill requires an in 

depth understanding of spoken language and facial movement patterns [18]. It can take several 

years to develop proficiency, and both word and sentence-based recognition involve constant 

guesswork since not all actions occurring within the vocal tract are visible [19][20]. An 

alternative approach is sign language interpreters – professionals who have advanced proficiency 

in signed and spoken languages. Although they can facilitate communication between Deaf and 

hearing individuals, interpreters are in short supply and tend to have high hourly rates, making 

this option impractical for frequent, widespread use [21].  

Although deafness is classified as a disability, most members of the Deaf community do 

not consider themselves disabled, but rather part of a cultural group or language minority [5]. In 

general, language minorities have limited accessibility to health care, education, and other 

essential services. There is also a history of oppression and exclusion of Deaf individuals from 

larger hearing populations [22]. Communication barriers experienced by this population can 

result in consequences such as low self-esteem, low socioeconomic status, and social isolation 

[22]. To reduce the prevalence of negative outcomes, effective strategies for overcoming barriers 

must be formulated. 

A recognition device capable of converting sign language gestures into automated spoken 

speech and vice versa would be a useful tool for correspondence between Deaf and hearing 
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individuals. However, the flexible structure of sign languages combined with the existence of 

slight variations in different regions and amongst signers makes it difficult to develop a universal 

sign language recognition system. 

2.1.1 Background on Sign Language Recognition Methods 

Numerous studies have examined the feasibility of using data acquisition systems and machine 

learning techniques to classify gestures. Sign language recognition techniques can be categorized 

into three groups: computer vision-based models, wearable sensor-based systems, and hybrid 

systems.  

Computer vision-based models use at least one camera and image processing techniques 

to classify gestures [23][24][25]. The primary advantage of this approach is that gestures are 

performed using an unadorned hand, which is comfortable for the user. System costs are limited 

to the price of the camera, computer, and software used to process data. Advancements in the 

image processing field have led to the development of increasingly accurate and efficient 

methods that can be used to classify gestures [26]. Computer vision-based approaches generally 

involve detecting a suitable target in the field of vision, tracking its movement, and classifying 

the motion as a specific sign [27]. Specialized cameras and depth sensors can provide additional 

information relating to where the hands are with respect to the camera. Many studies have used 

the Microsoft Kinect gaming camera, which has a built-in depth sensor with an infrared projector 

that triangulates the distance between a signer’s hand and the camera [28][29]. Similar studies 

have used the Leap motion sensor, which is an optical two-camera system with three infrared 

light-emitting diodes for hand tracking [30][31]. The Leap motion sensor and Kinect camera have 

also been used simultaneously to capture the motion of the hands from two viewpoints, leading to 

the successful recognition of sign language gestures [32][33]. 
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The effectiveness of computer vision-based approaches is limited by environmental 

factors such as lighting, background conditions, shadows, and camera position [34]. Researchers 

ensure that optimal conditions are in place to maximize accuracy, however it is more difficult to 

regulate conditions outside of the laboratory. Due to the two-dimensional nature of this 

recognition method, it is imperative for the user’s hands to remain within a frontal view of the 

camera. If only one camera is used, there is a loss of information as three-dimensional data are 

projected onto a two-dimensional plane [34]. Additional challenges specific to SLR exist since 

many gestures vary only slightly from one another. The American Sign Language (ASL) alphabet 

characters A, M, N, S, and T are all expressed by a closed fist [35]. Although they appear similar 

at first glance, thumb position can be used to distinguish between them. If the thumb is not fully 

visible to the camera, it can be difficult to identify gestures. Thus, occlusion of one or more 

fingers is a major challenge for vision-based systems. High resolution cameras are required to 

achieve precise recognition. Cameras of this caliber are expensive, and they output large data files 

that require substantial amounts of computational power to process. Not only would the camera 

and processing device need to be carried around by the user, but the system would need to be 

mounted or held in a way to capture a frontal view of the signer. Additional equipment or 

personnel would be needed, limiting the adaptability of these systems for mobile applications. 

Sensor-based sign language recognition approaches involve using strain sensors [36][37], 

surface electromyography sensors [38][39][40], tactile or pressure sensors, or inertial sensors 

such as accelerometers, magnetometers, and gyroscopes [8][9]. Recent advancements in 

technology have enabled the development of small and cost-effective sensors, microcontrollers, 

circuit boards, and batteries. Compared to camera-based systems, sensors are not as easily 

influenced by environmental conditions. Large amounts of sensor data can be stored in portable 

systems, making them practical for mobile and wearable applications. The primary disadvantage 
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of sensor-based approaches is the possibility of user discomfort or movement restriction due to 

sensor configuration. To combat this, sensors can be embedded into wearable devices such as 

gloves, wrist bands, or rings. In previous SLR studies, gloves have been designed to capture 

between five and 22 degrees-of-freedom of the hand [41]. The most complex SLR gloves have 

sensors to detect independent movements of each of the proximal, intermediate, and distal 

interphalangeal joints, and the metacarpophalangeal joints.  

The last category is hybrid recognition approaches, which typically involve a camera and 

one or more wearable sensors. In these approaches, sensors provide additional information related 

to hand configuration. Various studies have examined the feasibility of using colour-coded gloves 

in computer-vision SLR approaches [23][28][42]. Although high recognition rates can be 

attained, hybrid approaches are subject to environmental factors, they can restrict user mobility, 

and they have high computational power requirements. 

2.1.2 Review Paper Overview 

In this literature review, we examine the feasibility of using wearable sensor-based devices to 

recognize hand gestures in applications directly related to sign language. Although previous 

review studies related to gesture and sign language recognition have been performed 

[27][34][41], to the best of our knowledge, none have focused on wearable sensor-based 

recognition systems. The purpose of this review is to analyze previous studies for trends and best 

practices. The review also identifies the challenges and gaps that exist in the sensor-based SLR 

field. Our review could aid in the development of improved wearable sensor-based SLR devices 

that can be used in practical scenarios. In addition, examining various study methodologies could 

lead to the development of a standardized data collection protocol and evaluation procedures for 

this field. Through this review, we focus on answering the following six research questions: (A) 

Which sign language variations have been studied most extensively? (B) Which sensor 
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configurations have been explored? (C) Which metrics are used to assess device performance? 

(D) Which types of recognition models have been studied? (E) Are studies based on the 

recognition of isolated signs or continuous sentences? (F) How did study design vary amongst 

SLR research? 

2.2 Methods 

A search was conducted on the Web of Science, Association for Computing Machinery, and 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) databases for articles published up until 

December 2019. Search terms of sign language recognition and sign language classification were 

used to find papers. Paper titles, key terms, and abstracts were examined for study relevance prior 

to selection. Exclusion terms such as image, vision, and camera were used to narrow results. 

Non-English articles and those not published in peer-reviewed sources were excluded from the 

study. Since the primary focus of this review was to examine methods for SLR used in mobile 

applications, only studies involving wearable devices were included. 

2.3 Results 

A total of 72 research studies were selected for this analysis based on the search and exclusion 

criteria. Key parameters related to each study are summarized in Table 2.1. Included are the 

publishing year, sensor configuration, recognition model, lexicon size, number of subjects, 

recognition accuracy, and whether the study focused on recognizing isolated signs or continuous 

sentences. The research questions are discussed individually in the following six sections. 
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Table 2.1: Key parameters of SLR studies selected for this analysis listed in chronological order. 

Cit. 
Sensor 

Configuration 
Recognition Model 

Isolated / 

Continuous  

# of 

Subj. 
Lexicon Size Recognition Accuracy Yr. 

[43] VPL DataGlove 
Principle Component Analysis  

+ Decision Tree 
Isolated 1 46 JSL letters 34/46 letters (74%) 1991 

[44] VPL DataGlove 
1) Feedforward Neural Network 

2) Recurrent Neural Network 
Isolated 6 

1) 42 JSL letters 

2) 10 JSL signs 

1) 92.9% 

2) 96% 
1991 

[45] 
VPL DataGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
Feedforward Neural Networks (x5) Isolated 1 203 ASL signs ~ 94% 1992 

[46] 
VPL DataGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 

1) Feedforward Neural Network 

2) Self-Organizing Network 
Isolated 6 14 ASL signs 

1) 86.2% 

2) 83% 
1995 

[47] 
VPL DataGlove (x2) 

 + 3D Trackers 
Fuzzy Min Max Neural Network Isolated 1 25 KSL signs ~85% 1996 

[48] Nintendo PowerGlove 
1) k-Nearest Neighbour 

2) Decision Tree 
Isolated 5 95 AUSLAN signs 

1) ~80% 

2) 35-55% 
1996 

[49] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

1) Pattern/Statistical/Rule-Based 

Matching  

2) Dynamic Programming Match. 

Isolated 1 60 JSL signs 
1) 80.1% 

2) 97.6% 
1997 

[50] 
CyberGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
Fuzzy Min Max Neural Network Isolated 1 

a) 31 KSL letters  

b) 131 KSL signs 

a) 96.7% 

b) 94.3% 
1997 

[51] 
VPL DataGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Model 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
1 

a) 71, 155, 250 

TSL signs  

b) 303 short, 345 

long sentences 

a) 84.5% (71 signs), 82.1% 

(155 signs), 70.5% (250) 

b) 75.4% (short), 84.7% (long) 

1998 

[52] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

1) Pattern/Stat./Rule-Based Match. 

2) Dynamic Programming Match. 
Isolated 1 60 JSL signs 

1) 94.7% 

2) 97.6% 
1998 

[53] 
CyberGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
Feedforward Neural Network (x4) Isolated 10 52 AUSLAN signs 

94.2% (registered) 

85.3% (unregistered) 
1999 

[54] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

Hidden Markov Model + Neural 

Network + Dynamic Programming 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
1 

a) 1065 CSL signs 

b) 80 sentences  

a) 98.2% 

b) 94.7% 
2000 

[55] 
CyberGlove (x2) 

 + 3D Trackers 
Hidden Markov Models 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
1 

a) 5177 CSL signs 

b) 80 sentences  

a) 94.8% 

b) 91.4% 
2000 

[56] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

Hidden Markov Models +  

Self-Organizing Feature Maps  
Isolated 7 208 CSL signs 

96.6% (registered) 

90.1% (unregistered) 
2001 

[57] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

Recurrent Neural Network +  

Hidden Markov Models 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 

a) 7 

b) 3 

a) 208 CSL signs 

b) 100 sentences  

a) 95.3% (reg.), 88.2% (unreg.) 

b) 92.1% (reg.), 85.0% (unreg.) 
2002 

[58] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

Hidden Markov Models +  

Decoder (Tree Structure) 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
1 

a)5119 CSL signs 

b)200 sentences 

a) 92.8% 

b) 90.1% 
2002 

[35] 
Custom AcceleGlove   

[2-Axis Accel. (x5)] 

Decision Tree + Linear Discriminant 

Analysis + Bayes Rule 
Isolated 5 26 ASL letters 21/26 letters (80.8%) 2002 

[59] CyberGlove Feedforward Neural Network Isolated 1 24 ASL letters Up to 90% 2003 

[60] 5DT DataGlove Feedforward Neural Network Isolated 1 
24 ASL letters + 2 

signs 
88% 2003 

[61] 

Custom Gloves (x2)   

[Bend Sens.(x24)] + 

Contact Sens.(x9) 

Automatic Encoding Function Isolated 10 48 JSL letters 85% 2004 

[8] 

Custom AcceleGlove 

[2-Axis Accel.(x6) + 

Resistive Sens.(x2)] 

Decision Trees + Conditional 

Template Matching 
Isolated 

a) 17 

b) 1 

a) 30 ASL signs 

b) 176 ASL signs 

a) 98% 

b) 95% 
2004 

[62] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

Self-Organizing Feature Maps + 

Hidden Markov Models + Recurrent 

Neural Net. 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 

a) 6 

b) 3 

a) 5113 CSL signs 

b) 400 sentences 

a) 90.5%(reg), 82.9% (unreg) 

b) 91.3% (reg.), 86.3% (unreg.) 
2004 

[63] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 

1) Hidden Markov Models 

2) Fuzzy Decision Tree 
Isolated 6 5113 CSL signs 

1) 87.3% (reg.), 80.0% (unreg.) 

2) 91.6% (reg.), 83.7% (unreg.) 
2004 

[64] 

Custom AcceleGlove  

2-Axis Accel. (x8) 

+ Potent. (x2) 

Hidden Markov Models Continuous 4 
665 sentences  

(141 ASL signs) 

98.05% (seen), 

94.47% (unseen) 
2004 

[65] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 
Hidden Markov Models 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
2 

a) 5113 CSL signs 

b) 750 sentences 

a) 95.4% 

b) 91.9% 
2004 

[66] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 
Hidden Markov Models Isolated 1 

a) 2439 etyma 

b) 5100 CSL signs 

a) ~93%, 

b) ~94% 
2005 

[67] 
CyberGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
Feedforward Neural Network Isolated 1 26 ASL letters 96% 2005 

[38] 2-Channel sEMG  
Discriminant Analysis +  

Statistical Classification 
Isolated 1 9 ASL signs 97.7% 2006 

[68] 
CyberGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
Hidden Markov Models Isolated 5 26 ASL signs 95% 2006 
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[37] 
CyberGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
Feedforward Neural Network Isolated 

a) 1 

b) >1 
60 ASL signs 

a) 341/360 (95%) 

b) 337/360 (94%) 
2007 

[69] 
CyberGlove (x2) + 

3D Trackers 

Modified K-Means Clustering + 

Dynamic Time Warping + Hidden 

Markov Models 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
2 

a) 5113 CSL signs 

b) 750 sentences 

a) 95.4% 

b) 91.9% 
2007 

[9] 
Custom Glove  

[2-Axis Accel. (x6)] 
Fuzzy Rule-Based System Isolated 5 23 VSL letters 20/23 letters (87%) 2007 

[70] 
CyberGlove +  

3D Motion Tracker 

1) Linear Discriminant Analysis  

+ Decision Tree, 2) Vector 

Quantization + Decision Tree 

Isolated 
1) 12 

2) 4 

1) 27 SEE shapes 

2) 28 SEE signs 

1) 96.1% (unseen),  

99.6% (seen) 

2) 86.8% 

2008 

[71]  

Magnetic Metric 

Sensors (Polhemus 

FASTRAK) 

Multi-Stream Hidden  

Markov Models 
Continuous 4 

25 sentences 

(183 JSL signs) 
75.6% 2008 

[72] 
CyberGlove (x2) 

 + 3D Trackers 

1) Hidden Markov Models 

2) Euclidean Poly. Segment Model   

3) Mahalanobis Distance PSM 

Isolated 6 2438 CSL etyma 

1) ~89% 

2) ~90% 

3) ~96% 

2008 

[73] 
2-Channel sEMG  

+ 3-axis Accel. 
K-Nearest Neighbour Isolated 8 7 DGS signs 96.31% 2008 

[74] 
5-Channel sEMG  

+ 3-Axis Accel. 

Intrinsic Mode Sample Entropy 

(Empirical Mode Decomp. + 

Discriminant Analysis) 

Isolated 3 60 GSL signs ~93% 2009 

[75] 
4-Channel sEMG  

+ 3-Axis Accel. (x2) 

Decision Tree + Multi-Stream 

Hidden Markov Models 
Isolated 1 121 CSL subwords 95.78% 2010 

[76] 
CyberGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
Feedforward Neural Network Isolated 

a) 1 

b) >1 
50 ASL signs 

a) 277/300 (92%)  

b) 271/300 (90%) 
2011 

[77] 
4-Channel sEMG  

+ 3-Axis Accel. 

Decision Tree + Multi-Stream  

Hidden Markov Models 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
2 

a) 72 CSL signs 

b) 40 sentences 

a) 95.8% 

b) 93.1%  
2011 

[78] 
5-Channel sEMG 

 + 3-Axis Accel. 

Weighted Intrinsic Mode Sample 

Entropy + Discriminant Analysis 
Isolated 9 61 GSL signs 65.62% 2011 

[79] 
4-Channel sEMG (x2) 

+ 3-Axis Accel. (x2) 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Models 
Continuous 2 

40 sentences 

 (175 CSL signs) 
97.6% 2011 

[80] 
4-Channel sEMG (x2) 

+ 3-Axis Accel. (x2) 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Models 

a) Isolated 

b) Cont. 
5 

a) 120 CSL words 

b) 200 sentences 

a) 96.5% 

b) 86.7% 
2012 

[81] 
CyberGlove (x2) +  

3D Motion Trackers 

Principal Component Analysis + 

Support Vector Machines 
Isolated 2 100 ArSL signs 99.6% 2012 

[82] DG5-VHand Glove 

1) Stepwise Regression + K-Nearest 

Neighbour, 2) Dynamic Time 

Warping 

Isolated 10 10 ArSL signs 
1) 92.5% (unreg.), 95.3% (reg.) 

2) 95.1% (unreg.), 97.5% (reg.) 
2012 

[83] 5DT DataGlove 

1) Support Vector Machine, 

2) Neural Network, 3) Naïve Bayes, 

 4) Modified Mixture-of-Experts 

Isolated 5 
24 ASL letters  

+ 1 sign 

1) 85.93%,  2)74.22%,   

3) 85.48%,  4) 91.05% 
2012 

[84] 
CyberGlove (x2) + 

3D Trackers 

Conditional Random Field +  

Support Vector Machine 
Continuous 8 

74 sentences  

(107 ASL signs) 

95.7% (registered) 

86.6% (unregistered) 
2013 

[85] TMS Porti Feedforward Neural Network Isolated 1 10 MSTSL letters 95% 2014 

[86] 
4-Channel sEMG  

+ 9-Axis IMU 

1) Decision Tree, 2) Support Vector 

Machines, 3) Nearest Neighbour, 

 4) Naïve Bayes 

Isolated 4 40 ASL signs 
1) 81.88%,  2) 99.09% 

3) 98.56%,  4) 84.11% 
2015 

[87] DG5-VHand Glove Modified K-Nearest Neighbour Continuous 1 
40 sentences  

(80 ArSL signs) 
98.9% 2015 

[88] 

Custom Glove [Tilt  

Sensors (x10) + 3-

Axis Accel.] 

Rule-Based Matching Isolated 4 9 BIM signs 89% 2015 

[89] 8-Channel sEMG  Support Vector Machines Isolated 1 26 ASL letters 91.73% 2015 

[90] 
Attitude and Heading 

Reference System  

K Means + Principal Component 

Analysis + Hidden Markov Models 
Isolated 10 11 TSL signs 91.3% 2016 

[91] 
Custom Glove  

[3-Axis Accel. (x7)] 

1) Hidden Markov Model 

2) Parallel Hidden Markov Model 
Isolated 5 40 ASL signs 

1) 99.75% 

2) 99.75% 
2016 

[92] Myo Armband (x2) Dynamic Time Warping Isolated 10 20 ASL signs 97.72% 2016 

[93] Myo Armband  Support Vector Machines Isolated 1 20 LIBRAS letters 41% 2016 

[14] 
4-channel sEMG 

 + 9-axis IMU 

1) Decision Tree, 2) Support Vector 

Machines, 3) Naïve Bayes,  

4) Nearest Neighbour 

Isolated 4 80 ASL Signs 
1) 76.18%,  2) 96.16% 

3) 63.87%,  4) 94.02% 
2016 

[94] 

Custom Glove (x2) 

[3-Axis Accel.(x20) + 

3-Axis Gyro.(x2)] 

Hidden Markov Models Continuous 6 
215 sentences 

 (510 CSL signs) 
87.4% 2016 
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[95] Myo Armband Feedforward Neural Networks (x9) Isolated 6 12 Sinhala signs 94.4% 2016 

[96] 

Custom Glove 

 [Capacitive Touch 

Sensors(x8)]  

Binary Detection Isolated 1 
26 ASL letters + 

10 numbers 
92% 2016 

[97] Myo Armband 
1) Support Vector Machines 

2) Random Forest 
Isolated 10 

26 ASL letters  

+ 1 sign 

1) 60.85% 

2) 79.35% 
2016 

[98] Myo Armband K-Nearest Neighbour  Isolated 1 26 SIBI letters 82.31% 2017 

[99] Myo Armband 
Dynamic Feature Selection + 

Independent Multi-Agent Voting 
Isolated 9 

26 ASL letters + 

 1 sign 
95.36% 2017 

[100] 
4-Channel sEMG +  

3-Axis Gyro. / Accel. 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Models + Decision Tree 
Isolated 8 150 CSL signs 

94.31% (seen) 

87.02% (unseen) 
2017 

[101] 8-Channel sEMG  Feedforward Neural Networks (x8) Isolated 17 
38 KSL letters + 

numbers 
97.4% 2018 

[102] 
Custom Glove  

[9-Axis IMU (x5)] 

1) Naïve Bayes, 2) Feedforward 

Neural Network, 3) Random Forest 
Isolated 57 22 FSL letters 

1) 89.1%,  2) 92.2%,  

3) 92.95% 
2018 

[103] Myo Armband Feedforward Neural Network Isolated 1 48 SEE signs 93.27% 2018 

[36] 
Custom Glove  

[Strain Sensors (x5)] 

1) K-Nearest Neighbour 

2) Linear Discriminant Analysis 

3) Support Vector Machines 

Isolated 6 10 ASL letters 

1) 97.86% 

2) 97.81% 

3) 97.89% 

2018 

[104] 
Custom Glove 

[Bend Sensors (x5)] 

1) Template Matching, 2) 

Feedforward Neural Network, 3) 

Ensemble Approach 

Isolated 5 
6 numbers 

+ 3 letters 

1) 96.7%, 2) 98.4%, 

3) 99.8% 
2018 

[40] 
4-Channel sEMG + 

IMU 
Linear Discriminant Analysis Isolated 10 8 SEE signs 92.6% 2018 

[105] 

Custom Glove [9-

Axis IMU + 

+ Flex Sens.(x5) + 

Pressure Sens. (x2)] 

Support Vector Machines Isolated 12 
26 ASL letters  

+ 2 signs 
98.2% 2018 

[106] Myo Armband (x2) 

1) Feedforward Neural Network 

2) Hidden Markov Model 

3) Support Vector Machine 

Isolated 3 13 ASL signs 

1) 93.79% 

2) 85.90% 

3) 85.56% 

2019 

 

2.4 Sign Language Variation and Structure 

A total of 17 different sign language variations were observed in studies. Table 2.2 lists each 

language and acronym, the number of studies in this review based on its recognition, and 

corresponding citations. ASL was the most frequently examined with 26 studies focused on its 

recognition. In general, ASL is regarded as the most extensively studied form of sign language 

[107]. It is used in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Central America, Asia, and Africa, and 

other sign languages have borrowed many of its principles [13]. Chinese Sign Language (CSL) 

was second with 17 research studies.  

Variations in the structures of these languages must be considered when assessing 

recognition techniques. Although AUSLAN and ASL are both derived from English and share the 

same alphabet, the languages vary greatly from one another. The AUSLAN alphabet requires two 

hands whereas the ASL alphabet is comprised of one-handed gestures [53]. Placing sensors 
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exclusively on the dominant arm of a subject may be appropriate for ASL alphabet recognition, 

but not AUSLAN. Prior to the development of a recognition system, the fundamental structure of 

each language must be examined.  

Table 2.2: Sign language variations included in this review listed alphabetically according to acronym. 

Acronym Language 
# of 

Studies 

% of 

total 
Study Citations 

ArSL Arabic Sign Language 3 4.2 [87] [81] [82] 

ASL American Sign Language 26 36.1 

[14] [35] [36] [37] [38] [8] [46] [45] [60] 

[61] [76] [84] [105] [86] [92] [91] [59] 

[64] [67] [68] [83] [89] [96] [97] [99] 

[106] 

AUSLAN Australian Sign Language 2 2.8 [53] [48] 

BIM Malaysian Sign Language 1 1.4 [88] 

CSL Chinese Sign Language 17 23.6 
[58] [66] [80] [54] [57] [69] [77] [63] [55] 

[56] [75] [79] [62] [65] [72] [94] [100] 

DGS German Sign Language 1 1.4 [73] 

FSL French Sign Language 1 1.4 [102] 

GSL Greek Sign Language 2 2.8 [74] [78] 

JSL Japanese Sign Language 6 8.3 [43] [44] [49] [52] [61] [71] 

KSL Korean Sign Language 3 4.2 [47] [50] [101] 

LIBRAS Brazilian Sign Language 1 1.4 [93] 

MSTSL Modern Standard Thai Sign Language 1 1.4 [85] 

SEE Signing Exact English 3 4.2 [40] [103] [70] 

SIBI Standard of Indonesian Sign Language 1 1.4 [98] 

Sinhala Sri Lankan Sign Language 1 1.4 [95] 

TSL Taiwanese Sign Language 1 1.4 [51] [90] 

VSL  Vietnamese Sign Language 1 1.4 [9] 

- Unknown 1 1.4 [104] 

 

Many studies identified individual elements of gestures and used combinations of these 

elements to classify signs. Among the most popular was the use of a model developed by Stokoe, 

in which sign language gestures are described using four main elements: hand shape, orientation, 

location, and movement [13]. Hand shape refers to the configuration of the hand and finger joints, 

location is the placement of the hand in relation to the body, orientation is the direction the palm 

is facing, and movement represents the change in these elements over time. Analyzing these 

components independently can lead to higher recognition rates since individualized methods can 

be developed to recognize specific elements. 
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Another common practice involves modifying methods used successfully in speech 

recognition and applying them to SLR. In speech, the term phoneme represents the smallest unit 

of sound that can be used to distinguish between words [108]. Phonemes in speech recognition 

are purely temporal since they appear sequentially. Identifying an equivalent phoneme for sign 

language is more difficult, since gestures are sequential as well as spatio-temporal, and individual 

elements of signs appear synchronously. Various attempts at determining an equivalent phoneme 

for sign language have been made. Wang et al. identified 2439 contrastive units or phonemes 

which could be combined to form any CSL sign [58]. A separate left-to-right hidden Markov 

Model was built for each individual phoneme and the system was trained by one user performing 

five repetitions of each. A recognition rate of 92.8% for 5119 isolated signs, and 90.1% for 200 

continuous sentences were observed using this method. In a follow-up study, Wang et al. used the 

term etyma to describe the smallest unit in a sign that has some meaning and  distinguishes one 

from the others [66]. In this case, etyma represents one of the motions in compound signs. A 

direct comparison between 2439 etyma and 5100 signs from the same dataset was performed, and 

results indicate that recognition rates for etyma were comparable to those based on full signs. 

Using Stokoe’s model, Waldron and Kim selected the term chereme to describe each of the 19 

hand shapes, 12 locations, 11 orientations, and 24 types of movements commonly observed in 

ASL signs [46]. Four independent neural networks were designed to recognize each category of 

chereme, and training samples were collected for each hand shape, location, orientation, and 

movement. The model was validated through the recognition of 14 ASL signs, all depicted by 

unique chereme combinations. Other studies used similar approaches with individual networks 

for sign elements [37][53]. Since sign languages are comprised of thousands of gestures, 

recognizing components is a promising method for expanding SLR to larger lexicons. Rather than 
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recognizing the sign as a whole unit, it is logical to use combinations of individual 

spatio-temporal features 

2.5 Sensor Configurations 

A variety of sensor configurations were observed. Categories of sensor systems are outlined in 

Fig. 2.1, and proportions of studies using each are listed at the bottom of the figure. Categories of 

data acquisition systems are discussed in the following subsections. 

 

Figure 2.1: Categories of Wearable sensor-based SLR configurations and examples. Proportions of each 

type included in this review are shown in grey. 
 

2.5.1 Inertial Sensors and sEMG Approaches 

Inertial sensors were used in several studies, either attached directly to the user, or in addition to 

sEMG sensors. Accelerometers contain a small mass and capacitive sensors to provide 

measurements of the rate of change of velocity, gyroscopes measure angular rate, and 

magnetometers measure magnetic flux. Small compact inertial measurement units (IMUs) can be 

used to detect acceleration, angular velocity, and magnetic field vectors in the local coordinate 

system. Inertial sensors have many qualities that make them attractive for mobile gesture 

recognition including their small size, low computational power requirements, and cost 

Custom Gloves 
(e.g., StrinGlove, 

AcceleGlove, 
Accelerometer Glove, 

Bend Sensor Glove,  
IMU Glove) 

Commercial Gloves 
(e.g., VPL DataGlove, 

CyberGlove, 5DT 
DataGlove, DG5 Vhand 

Glove, Nintendo 
PowerGlove) 

Sensor-Based 
Systems 

SLR Sensor Configurations 

sEMG-Based 
Systems 

Custom sEMG 
Configurations 
(e.g., 2-channel 
sEMG on wrist, 

8-channel sEMG)  

Inertial Sensor-
Based Systems 

Custom Inertial 
Configurations 
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effectiveness. Although these sensors can be used alone for gesture recognition, performance is 

typically improved by combining multiple sensor types. Wu et al. noted a 15% improvement in 

accuracy when using a combination of accelerometer and sEMG data compared to using only 

accelerometers [14]. This increase is due to sEMG sensors adding information related to muscle 

activation that accelerometers are unable to provide. 

Many researchers used sEMG sensors to detect hand and finger movements [43][47][50]. 

These sensors measure the electrical potentials generated by muscles. When placed on the 

forearm over major muscles, certain hand and finger movements can be recognized. Threshold 

values are typically assigned to each sEMG sensor and if the electrical potential is over this 

threshold, the muscle is assumed to be activated. However, sEMG signals are often subject to 

crosstalk, which occurs as the sensors pick up electrical potentials from adjacent muscles [109]. 

In addition, sEMG sensors are influenced by factors such as temperature, skin surface texture, 

body mass index, hydration level, blood flow velocity, and sensor placement [110]. Surface 

preparation, including hair removal and exfoliation, is recommended to maximize the quality of 

signals. This preparation would not be ideal for a practical SLR device.  

Some studies made use of the commercially-available Myo Arm Band [92][93][98][103] 

or TMS Porti [85], which are worn just below the elbow and embedded with sEMG and inertial 

sensors. Designed and commercialized by Thalmic Laboratory in 2014, the Myo Arm Band has 

eight capacitive sEMG sensors and a 9-axis IMU and sells for approximately $200 [111]. It was 

originally designed for human-computer interaction, so user comfort was prioritized. The 

stretchable band was designed to fit most arm sizes, with additional spacers available for larger 

forearms. Bluetooth signal transmission and an onboard battery make the device wireless. The 

device does not restrict motion of the user’s hands and fingers due to its placement. However, 
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there is a trade-off since the hardware limitations of the sEMG sensors can result in false 

detection of muscle activation. 

2.5.2 Commercial Gloves 

Most studies in this review focus on glove-based systems. Commercial data gloves are equipped 

with lightweight sensors that provide data related to hand configuration. Data gloves are used in 

applications such as robotics, virtual reality, and human-computer interaction [112]. The results 

from this analysis indicate that wearable SLR approaches are heavily dominated by commercial 

gloves. Less time is required for hardware design, so more time can be devoted to the 

development of robust algorithms to classify gestures. 

The earliest studies included in this review use the Virtual Programming Languages 

(VPL) DataGlove [43][44][45]. Introduced by VPL at SigCHI in 1987, the Lycra glove consists 

of small optical flex sensors that permit unrestricted, comfortable, and natural finger movement 

[113]. These attributes, combined with its reasonable cost and ability to operate in real-time, have 

made it a favourable option for researchers. The VPL DataGlove has two fiber optic sensors on 

the back of each finger to detect joint flexion, and a tracker on the back of the palm to detect the 

six degrees of freedom of orientation and position. The flexible fiber optic sensor tubes are 

aligned over the joints of each finger and a photosensitive detector changes its resistance based on 

direct and reflected light rays [113]. Due to the nature of the sensors, the precision of the 

outputted resistance depends on the fit of the glove over the joints of the fingers. The sensors are 

also subject to environmental noise from ambient light. 

The progression of the 1990s revealed a trend towards using the intricate CyberGlove as 

an input device. Originally designed for ASL recognition, CyberGlove models are equipped with 

18 or 22 resistive bend sensors to measure finger and wrist motions [114]. All versions of the 

CyberGlove have four finger abduction sensors, as well as sensors measuring palm arch, wrist 
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flexion, and wrist abduction. The 18-sensor glove features two flexion sensors per finger and 

sensors measuring thumb crossover, whereas the 22-sensor version has three flexion sensors per 

finger. Compared to the VPL DataGlove, the CyberGlove has sensors that more closely represent 

the complex motion patterns of the hand. The resistive bend sensors are thinner and more flexible 

than fiber optic sensors, and they output precise digital joint angle data in real-time. The main 

disadvantage of the CyberGlove method is cost; a single glove ranges from $13,000 to $18,000 

depending on the model [115]. Table 2.1 shows that many researchers had subjects wear 

CyberGloves on both hands. Excessive costs associated with using commercial gloves reduces 

the feasibility of widespread use for Deaf individuals. 

Kadous sought to formulate a cost-effective alternative for SLR while still using a 

commercial glove [48]. The Mattel PowerGlove was designed in 1989 as a controller for 

Nintendo gaming systems and sold at $80 per unit. The Lycra glove had built-in flex sensors 

containing conductive ink to measure changes in resistance, which enabled it to recognize thumb, 

index, middle, and ring finger bend [114]. Acoustic trackers on the back of the glove output x, y, 

and z positional data with 8-bit resolution, and wrist roll in 30-degree increments. Manufacturing 

of the glove stopped three years after the release due to its limitations as a video game input 

device. Kadous was able to achieve recognition accuracies of over 80% in a study involving the 

isolated recognition of 95 AUSLAN signs [48]. His results are impressive since the PowerGlove 

is described as providing crude measures of hand position and shape to a limited degree of 

accuracy [114].  The last commercial model is the 5DT DataGlove developed by Fifth Dimension 

Technologies [60]. The glove is comprised of optical fiber flex sensors to measure the bend of 

each finger, as well as inertial sensors to measure tilt and rotation [116]. The simplistic design of 

the 5DT DataGlove provides limited accuracy, thus it is used less frequently than other 

commercial gloves.  
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In general, the accuracies of commercial glove systems are highly dependent on the fit of 

the glove to the user’s hand. Since hand sizes vary greatly amongst signers based on gender, age, 

and genetic factors, gloves must be designed in a variety of sizes to account for these differences. 

However, most commercial gloves are only available in one size [115]. Several researchers listed 

ill-fitting gloves as a source of inaccuracy in their studies. In addition, most commercial gloves 

are described by users as being bulky and uncomfortable [61]. Gloves reduce hand dexterity for 

the user, which could prevent them from performing more complex gestures, as well as non-

gesture related tasks. Some users experience fatigue after using certain gloves for long periods of 

time due to the additional effort involved in finger bending [61]. Since commercial gloves are 

designed to be used in a variety of applications, some of the embedded sensors may not be 

necessary for sign language recognition. These sensors contribute to weight, bulk, and cost of the 

device, but the signals are not used for recognition. These disadvantages indicate that commercial 

gloves currently on the market are not an ideal solution for practical SLR applications. 

Most commercial data gloves do not provide insight into hand position and orientation, 

thus there is a trend towards using three-dimensional motion trackers in conjunction with data 

gloves. The  Flock-of-Birds Three-Dimensional Motion Tracker [13][45] and  Polhemus Tracker 

[53][45][84] are commonly used in studies included in this review. These trackers consist of one 

or more receivers placed on the subject’s hand or wrist. The receivers provide position and 

orientation data in relation to a fixed electro-magnetic source, usually placed on the lower back of 

the user. Cartesian coordinate systems can be used to represent relative locations of the receivers 

with respect to the stationary transmitter. Recognition rates can be improved since 3D trackers 

provide additional information pertaining to hand orientation and location. Since the 

measurements are relative to a fixed source, slight positional movements of the subject would not 

affect the system. Calibration of these devices from individual users is required to account for 
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differences in arm length. Although beneficial for recognition, 3D trackers increase system 

complexity and cost, while decreasing comfort. 

2.5.3 Custom Gloves 

To combat the disadvantages of commercial gloves, several researchers have developed custom 

glove systems for SLR. Kuroda et al. developed a custom glove called the StrinGlove for the 

recognition of 48 Japanese letters [61]. Non-stretchable magnetic cables were attached to each 

finger of the glove. The magnetic flux density changes when the cables are pulled out of the 

sensor tubes during finger bending. In addition, nine magnetic coils are integrated in the tips of 

the glove fingers to act as contact sensors. The body of the glove is a stretchable fabric, and the 

sensors are attached using Velcro so the glove can be washed. A qualitative analysis was included 

to assess user comfort of the StrinGlove compared to the CyberGlove. Subjects reported muscular 

fatigue after using the CyberGlove, but not the StrinGlove [61]. The primary disadvantage of 

using magnetic sensors is the possibility of interference from magnetic fields or ferromagnetic 

materials.  

Another approach involves incorporating resistive bend sensors into gloves. Yin et al. 

created a prototype glove containing five bend sensors connected to a small custom circuit board, 

which can be seen in Fig. 2.2(a) [104]. Similarly, another study incorporated resistive bend 

sensors held in place by 3D-printed rings near the finger tips [105]. Due to their thin and flexible 

design, resistive bend sensors are relatively easy to integrate directly into fabrics. However, bend 

sensors are associated with lower levels of precision, and they are often impacted by hysteresis 

caused by accumulation of measurement errors [117]. Inertial sensors can also be integrated into 

glove systems. Hernandez-Rebollar et al. developed the AcceleGlove for ASL recognition 

[35][64]. The AcceleGlove is comprised of five rings containing micro-electromechanical system 

(MEMS) dual-axis accelerometers on the proximal interphalangeal joints of the fingers and 
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thumb, as shown in Fig. 2.2(c). Since the accelerometers are attached to the subject using ring 

structures, the accuracy of the system is not dependent on hand size. The small onboard battery 

and microcontroller increase the portability of this system, but the exposed wires could be 

inconvenient for users. Bui and Nguyen were inspired by the AcceleGlove design and chose to 

integrate six dual-axis MEMS accelerometers into a leather glove [9]. An additional sensor was 

placed on the back of the user’s palm to improve the recognition process. A separate study by 

Mummadi et al. used an IMU glove, which is shown in Fig. 2.2(b). It features an IMU on each 

finger and thumb, as well as a microprocessor and onboard battery integrated into a glove [102]. 

SLR for 22 FSL alphabet characters was performed using gyroscope and accelerometer 

measurements. More recently, Li et al. designed an artificial elastomer skin embedded with 

stretchable strain sensors [36]. Shown in Fig. 2.2(d), the glove is soft and stretchable, so no 

significant force is exerted on the user during finger flexion. Gloves designed to resemble human 

skin offer a high level of comfort for the user, but it is typically at the expense of durability and in 

turn, longevity.  

               

                    (a): Bend sensor glove [104]                   (b): IMU glove [102] 
 

                   

  (c): AcceleGlove ©2002, IEEE [35]                (d): SkinGest [36] 

 

Figure 2.2:  Custom gloves constructed by researchers in the sign language recognition field. 
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In general, glove-based systems dominate the wearable sensor-based SLR field. Their 

primary advantage is that all sensors remain in a consistent location within the glove, which 

allows them to produce repeatable measurements. However, there are several disadvantages that 

apply to all glove-based systems. Gloves that enclose the fingertips are likely to cause a loss in 

dexterity for the user. This reduction would prompt a user to take the glove off during certain 

tasks, which could be burdensome. As previously discussed, any glove systems would need to be 

designed in a range of sizes to maintain the high level of accuracy associated with a close fit. 

Since the hands interact with many surfaces and produce sweat and oil, the glove should be 

washable, which can be challenging when dealing with embedded sensor systems.    

Overall, practical SLR applications require a device that maximizes ease of use and 

comfort while maintaining a high level of accuracy. It is imperative to strike a balance between 

measurement consistency and convenience of setup. Sensors embedded in devices like gloves, 

wristbands, and rings show great promise for the future of the SLR field since sensors are 

connected and can be easily put on and removed. Sensors are placed precisely on the user with 

minimal effort, and adhesives are not required to attach the sensors on the skin. Ideally, all 

sensors should remain a fixed distance from one another so that recognition is not impacted by 

differences in placement between uses. Commercial gloves currently on the market are not an 

ideal solution for practical SLR applications due to their bulkiness, complexity, and high costs. 

Custom gloves show potential for SLR applications since they are designed to address the main 

drawbacks of commercial gloves. Researchers strive to minimize the number of sensors to 

enhance user comfort while maintaining accuracy. Simple designs using fewer sensors enhance 

the suitability of the device for mobile applications while also minimizing costs. An ideal device 

for daily use would have a wireless and minimalistic design, ensuring full and unobstructed use of 

the hands and fingers. 
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2.6 Performance Metrics 

A variety of metrics should be examined to validate the effectiveness of a system including 

classification accuracy, computational cost, and recognition time. The success of a classification 

system is typically assessed based on its ability to generalize non-labelled data not used during 

training. Recognition rate and accuracy are used interchangeably to demonstrate the number of 

correctly identified instances out of the total number of recognition attempts. The word accuracy 

formula used in speech and language recognition applications is: 

𝐴𝑐𝑐 =
𝑁−𝐷−𝑆−𝐼

𝑁
          (1) 

where N is the total number of words or characters in the lexicon, D is the number of deleted 

words, S is the number of substitutions, and I is the number of insertions [26]. Deletions are 

words or characters that cannot be identified during recognition. Substitutions occur when data 

are misidentified as incorrect words or characters in the lexicon. Insertions are words or 

characters that are added during recognition. 

It is evident from Table 2.1 that many studies achieved recognition rates over 90%. 

However, comparing quantitative metrics does not provide a meaningful representation of 

performance, since it is not possible to directly compare studies of vastly different designs. For 

instance, the accuracy of the system that involved recognizing 5000+ gestures cannot be directly 

compared to the study that classified six. 

Recognition time, described as the time it takes to output a class based on input data, is an 

important metric to examine for use in practical scenarios. A timing delay of 0.1 seconds or less 

is considered to be instantaneous to the user, whereas delays over 0.2 seconds would be 

considered noticeable to the user [92]. In general, minimizing the delay between gesturing and 

classification would have a significant impact on how natural the human-machine interface would 

be for the user. Fang et al. found the recognition time for a fuzzy Decision Tree (DT) method to 
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be 0.263 seconds per word, whereas an alternative hidden Markov Model approach took 2.916 

seconds per word [63]. Since accuracies were similar for both, the fuzzy DT classifier was 

considered more effective based on its faster performance. Computational cost is directly 

proportional to timing delay. Systems requiring considerable amounts of computational power 

would require more sophisticated hardware for processing and more time for recognition. 

Limiting the computational cost of the system would ensure both economic feasibility and time 

efficiency.  

2.7 Recognition Models 

Major advancements in analytical techniques using statistical machine learning have led to new 

opportunities in many research fields. Techniques include traditional feature extraction-based 

methods and more recent deep-learning approaches that perform feature or representation 

learning automatically. In recent years, there has been a significant increase in the use of 

wearable technologies. Wearable smart devices with embedded sensors can be used in a variety 

of applications. Widespread use has led to the development of signal processing techniques and 

advanced algorithms so that data from these devices can be transformed into meaningful 

information for consumers. These recognition strategies can be borrowed for use in sensor-based 

sign language recognition applications. A significant amount of research has also been devoted to 

machine translation and natural language processing. Many methods have inspired approaches 

used in SLR. Since the 1980s, hidden Markov Models have been widely used due both to their 

relatively strong modelling power and the existence of efficient learning and inference algorithms 

based on dynamic programing [118]. Decision trees, Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and more 

recently, deep neural networks have also been used for speech recognition and adapted for SLR. 
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Machine learning techniques can be divided into three categories: supervised learning, 

unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. Supervised learning, or predictive modeling, 

refers to the development of relationships between input and a corresponding labeled output 

[119]. Unsupervised learning involves using unlabeled data to train an algorithm, which 

automatically extracts features and develop representations and structures. Relationships between 

sensor configurations and recognition models are displayed in Fig. 2.3. Darker regions represent 

the most frequently used sensor and recognition model combinations, whereas white areas show 

combinations that have not been explored. The categories of recognition models for SLR are 

shown in Fig. 2.4, along with common approaches. It should be noted that although many of the 

techniques could fit into multiple categories, the examples shown are specific to wearable sensor-

based SLR. The most common recognition techniques and their advantages and disadvantages in 

relation to the SLR task are described in the subsequent sections. 
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Figure 2.3: The relationship between sensor configuration and recognition model for studies in this review. 

The quantity of studies using each combination is shown. Note: Research involving comparisons of 

multiple models in a single study are included more than once. 
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Figure 2.4:  Categories of recognition models used in wearable sensor-based SLR. Proportions of each type 

in this review are shown at the bottom of the figure in grey. Totals add up to over one hundred percent since 

several studies included comparisons between machine learning methods. 
 

2.7.1 Classification Models 

The SLR field formulates the task as a classification problem since output variables are 

categorical, and algorithms are trained using labeled data. It is evident from Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 

that classification models have been used extensively in this field. Classification models used in 

wearable sensor-based SLR studies include Naïve Bayes (NB), k-Nearest Neighbour (k-NN) [98], 

Support Vector Machines [105][86], and decision trees [39][70][77]. The relatively simple nature 

of these models make them a favourable choice, however raw signals typically require elaborate 

pre-processing and sophisticated feature extraction before classification can begin [25]. A Naïve 

Bayes classifier takes a feature vector and assigns the most probable gesture class, assuming that 

all features are conditionally independent of one another in each class [120]. Naïve Bayes 

classifiers require less training time than many other more complicated models, and predictions 

can be performed efficiently during both the training and inference stage. While the conditional 

independency assumption works surprisingly well in many tasks, there is a very strong 

assumption of equally weighted and independent features, which is often untrue and confines the 

performance. K-NN approaches predict target outputs by identifying the closest neighbour class 
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in the feature space [120]. This simple recognition approach does not require explicit training (the 

training is very simple – it just saves all training cases, which is why it is referred to as memory-

based learning). While the basic implementation of k-NN is relatively straightforward, handling a 

large amount of training data often requires more careful implementation with proper data 

structures. Efficiency can be a major concern if there is a large amount of training data, since 

k-NN remembers the training data rather than summarizing it. It is also difficult for k-NN to 

capture the complicated interactions between features. SVMs use a hyperplane to classify input 

data, aiming to maximize the margin distance (i.e., the minimal distance from each class to the 

classification hyperplane). In addition to maximizing the margin, mechanisms called kernels 

increase the dimensionality of the feature space, which can aid in determining the degree of 

similarity between observations by capturing complicated interactions between features [120]. 

The dimensionality increase is computationally efficient using kernels. SVMs were often the 

state-of-the-art classification models before the revival of deep learning models. DTs are 

hierarchical data structures comprised of multiple layers which contain homogenous root nodes, 

heterogenous leaf nodes, and non-leaf nodes. One advantage of DTs is that the decision-making 

process is interpretable – it is clear how each feature contributes to a prediction. Classification 

trees are DTs used to categorize data, and have been implemented in several SLR studies. One 

study used eight separate DTs, where five were used to recognize orientation and three were used 

to recognize posture [8]. Conditional template matching was then used to classify signs based on 

the fusion of outputs. Fang et al. constructed a fuzzy DT to eliminate the effects of blatant 

classification errors [63]. In fuzzy DTs, the probability of every class is calculated for data that 

cannot be immediately classified at a node, which reduces classification errors and accelerates 

recognition. 
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Unsupervised learning models include Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA), and Self-Organizing Feature Maps (SOFMs). LDA is a simple linear 

model that predicts classes based on mean and variance calculations [120]. LDA relies on the 

assumption that the data exhibit a Gaussian distribution, which is not always the case. PCA is a 

dimensionality reduction method that aims to maximize the variance when reducing the amount 

of variables within a dataset [120]. A primary benefit of PCA is that it performs feature extraction 

and can alleviate the impact of noise in data, thus reducing the amount of time it takes to train and 

test the algorithm. Input vectors must be normalized prior to recognition, especially when they 

come from different types of sensors. There is an inevitable loss of information when reducing 

the number of variables within a dataset, so Principal Components must be carefully selected to 

maintain accuracy. SOFMs are fully-connected two layer networks where each input is connected 

to every output with adjustable weights [56]. This dimensionality reduction method is beneficial 

since the network can learn abstract relationships and adapts to changing inputs. Lexicons could 

easily be expanded to include additional gestures without needing to retrain the network. 

However, SOFMs are not well defined mathematically, and since parameters are often selected 

through trial and error, they are time consuming to construct. SOFMs were used as a feature 

extraction technique in various studies [72][62]. In a comparison study performed by Waldron 

and Kim, the performance of SOFMs was compared to that of a conventional neural network 

[46]. A slightly lower recognition accuracy was reported, but this was likely due to insufficient 

training data. 

Several of the selected studies include direct comparisons between machine learning 

techniques to determine the most effective method. Jiang et al. compared the performance of 

linear classifiers including LDA, k-NN, and SVM [36]. All three systems exhibited performance 

accuracy of close to 97.8% for 10 ASL letters. A separate study compared four classifiers for the 
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recognition of 80 ASL signs [14]. Decision Tree (Acc = 76.18%) and Naïve Bayes (63.87%) 

classification techniques resulted in much lower accuracies compared to k-NN (94.02%) and 

SVM (96.16%) linear approaches.   

2.7.2 Sequence Models 

Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) have been widely used in SLR. Separate HMMs are usually 

designed for each sign or sign component, and then trained using labeled data. The optimal 

sequence of hidden states is found using the Viterbi algorithm [121]. In SLR applications, the 

Viterbi decoder finds a probable state sequence and likelihood score for a given HMM based on 

data that represents a sign or portion of a sign, based on dynamic programing [55]. One limitation 

of the widely used first-order HMMs is that the future state is solely dependent on the current 

hidden state. HMMs are weak in modelling complicated interactions among different time steps 

[25]. HMMs also operate under the assumption that individual features can be represented using a 

mixture of autoregressive or Gaussian densities, which is not always true [56]. The discrimination 

power of HMMs is not as effective as some other machine learning methods as the confusion of 

labelled training data is not considered. 

In order to overcome these limitations, many studies in this review use Multi-stream 

HMMs (MSHMMs) where independent HMMs are designed for specific modalities of temporal 

sign language data (e.g., shape features, orientation features, location features, sEMG features) 

[71][75][77][79][80]. Each HMM stream is constructed to operate independently based on a 

specific observed variable, while also operating in parallel to other HMM streams. The outputs of 

the HMMs are fused through weighted combinations to produce a maximum likelihood state 

sequence. Higher accuracies can be achieved when using MSHMMs compared to using 

independent HMMs for SLR, MSHMM approaches are computationally costly and require more 

time to train. Galka et al. performed a direct comparison between a single-stream HMM and 
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MSHMM [91]. In the MSHMM approach, a separate HMM stream was built for each channel of 

a sensor glove. Compared to the single stream HMM, the MSHMM approach was more efficient, 

and had a reduced equal error rate. Prior to the recent increased availability of large 

computational datasets – which are needed to train deep learning models – HMMs were a 

dominating method for sequence modelling problems. 

2.7.3 Neural Networks and Deep Learning Models: 

Neural networks (NNs) are models capable of identifying the most important features or their 

high-order interactions and combinations based on input and labeled output data. Early studies 

use a shallow (e.g., three-layer) feedforward NN structure – a network is comprised of an input 

layer with the number of nodes corresponding to the number of features, a hidden layer, and an 

output layer with the number of nodes equal to the number of sign language gestures [60]. Some 

approaches use multiple feedforward NNs, each designed for a certain component of recognition 

[46][45][53]. In general, neural networks can model complicated regularity among data, and 

features do not need to be examined independently. NNs are universal function approximators 

and can model complicated relationships between input and output, and they are known to 

generalize well on data not seen during training. However, NNs require a substantial amount of 

training data compared to many other models. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have 

additional paths leading back to the internal structures of hidden layers where memory can be 

stored and used. Thus, RNNs are capable of processing sequences of temporal data by learning 

regularities among different time steps, which feedforward neural networks are unable to do. 

RNNs have been used successfully for SLR [62][44][57]. Vamplew directly compared recurrent 

and non-recurrent neural networks for the recognition of 52 isolated AUSLAN signs and found 

that the non-recurrent network exhibited better performance [53]. A benefit of neural networks is 

that due to correlation properties amongst input data, features of signs do not need to be examined 
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independently from one another [54]. HMMs have limitations compared to RNNs. In HMMs, the 

representation power is more limited since the hidden variable is discrete and takes 1-of-N value. 

The number of hidden states needed to model a given amount of information is much greater in 

HMMs than the number of hidden variables needed in RNN. Hidden variables in RNNs are 

continuous, and the memory updating function is more general than the simple transition matrix 

used in HMMs.  

2.7.4 Ensemble Approaches: 

This study revealed a trend towards using ensemble approaches, where multiple methods are 

combined to compensate for individual algorithm limitations. Fang et al. used a SOFM which 

updated its weights based on an analysis of HMM probability density functions and resulted in 

better HMM discrimination [56]. Using identical datasets, an average improvement in accuracy of 

4.8% was observed after integrating a SOFM into the HMM system compared to using HMMs 

alone. In general, it is a common practice to use neural networks in ensemble approaches. 

Multiple studies chose to combine HMMs and neural networks [57][62][54]. This approach is 

beneficial for language models since the HMM structure allows temporal dependencies to be 

successfully modelled, and neural networks provide probability estimates and have better 

discrimination than HMMs. In one study, a neural network was designed to ensure the model had 

a dependency on the previous state, rather than solely external inputs [57]. The resultant output 

from the NN was then fed into an HMM framework so that the most probable word sequence 

could be determined. Recognition rates of 92.1% (registered) and 85.0% (unregistered) were 

observed for 100 continuous CSL sentences. The same datasets were classified using HMMs 

alone, which yielded lower recognition rates of 90.7% (reg.) and 81.2% (unreg.). The terms 

registered and unregistered are defined in section F. Study Design. Additional studies integrated 

individual classifiers into the main structures of decision trees. One research group designed a DT 
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with a first layer to classify input as either one or two-handed based on Gaussian mixture models, 

another layer to subdivide orientations based on clustering, and a final MSHMM layer to classify 

input based on the fusion of outputs from sEMG and accelerometer HMM streams [75][77]. Of 

the techniques explored in this review, ensemble approaches show the most promise for the SLR 

field since they exhibit better predictive performance compared to single classifiers. 

2.8 Isolated vs Continuous Recognition 

Isolated sign recognition is the classification of individual signs, and continuous recognition 

involves classifying sequences of gestures that appear in sentences. Recognition strategies and 

common challenges related to each are discussed in the subsequent sections. 

2.8.1 Isolated SLR: 

A total of 67 studies included in this review explore isolated sign recognition, defined as the 

identification of independent gestures. Among these studies, there was also a tendency of 

recognizing postures – the static components of a sign. For instance, some studies focused on 

ASL alphabet character recognition but excluded j and z due to their dynamic nature [35][60]. 

Abreu et al. eliminated the six Brazilian Sign Language letters involving movement [93]. 

Similarly, the study using the IMU glove recognized the 22 static FSL alphabet characters with 

accuracy of around 90%, but the four dynamic alphabet characters were excluded [102]. Separate 

studies focused on recognizing commonly used static sign language gestures [38]. Hand shape 

and orientation must be included in posture recognition algorithms, but hand location and 

movement are not needed.  

Dynamic gestures are more difficult to classify since temporal parameters must be 

factored into the recognition system. In dynamic gestures, one or more attributes of the sign 

change over time – thus the position, orientation, and location of the sign must be analyzed over 
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the entire duration of the gesture. The movement trajectories between subjects could also be 

expected to vary depending on anthropometric measurements and signing tendencies. It is easier 

to classify dynamic gestures in isolated experiments since the start and end points of the gesture 

can be clearly identified. Oz and Leu built a velocity network to detect sign boundaries in their 

studies of isolated ASL gestures [37][76]. A summation of velocities over five time steps was 

used to classify hand movements as either signing or not signing. A summation was selected 

rather than a threshold since velocities can fluctuate during signing. Isolated recognition is a 

useful first step in SLR, and it could potentially be adapted as an educational aid. However, 

isolated recognition is not practical in real-world applications since sign language communication 

involves users performing sequences of signs that flow quickly from one to the next. 

2.8.2 Continuous SLR: 

Much like speech recognition, more robust SLR systems focus on continuous gesture recognition, 

where signs are identified when used in sentences. Only 16 of the 72 studies in this review focus 

on sentence-level recognition. Parameters for continuous SLR studies are shown in Table 2.3. 

The low number of continuous studies can be attributed to the challenges that arise when 

attempting to recognize sequences of signs. One major challenge of continuous SLR involves 

determining when signing is occurring, specifically the start and end points of a sign. Movement 

epenthesis is defined as the transitions between sign gestures [80]. Since there are no set rules that 

govern how signers should transition between signs, there is substantial variation in these 

movements between individuals. Ideally, movement epenthesis periods should be omitted from 

data since they could be misidentified as gestures and they introduce error.  
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Table 2.3:  Key parameters of continuous SLR approaches listed in chronological order. 

Cit. 
Sensor 

Configuration 

# of 

Subj. 
Lexicon 

# of 

Sent. 

Words/ 

Sentence 
Accuracy 

Segmentation 

Method 
Recognition Model Yr. 

[51] 
VPL DataGlove  

+ 3D Tracker 
1 

250 TSL 

signs 

a)303 

b)345 

a) 2.97 

b) 4.67 

a) 75.4% 

b) 84.7% 

Time Varying 

Parameters 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov  

Models (x4) 
1998 

[54] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 
1 

220 CSL 

signs 
80 2 - 15 94.7% 

Context-Depend. 

HMMs 

Hidden Markov Model + Neural 

Network + Dynamic Programming 
2000 

[55] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 
1 

220 CSL 

signs 
80 - 91.4% - Hidden Markov Models 2000 

[57] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 
3 

208 CSL 

signs 
100 - 

92.1% (reg.), 

85.0%(unreg.) 

Simple Recurrent 

Neural Network 

Self-Organizing Feature Map + 

Recurrent Neural Network + Hidden 

Markov Models 

2002 

[58] 
CyberGlove (x2) 

 + 3D Trackers 
1 

5119 CSL 

signs 
200 2 – 10 

a) 92.8% 

b) 90.1% 
‘N-best-pass’ 

Gaussian Clustering + Hidden 

Markov Models + Decision Tree 
2002 

[62] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 
3 

5113 CSL 

signs 
400 6.55 

91.3% (reg.), 

86.3% (unreg.) 

Simple Recurrent 

Neural Network 

Self-Organizing Feature Map + 

Recurrent Neural Network + Hidden 

Markov Models 

2004 

[64] 

Custom 

AcceleGlove  

[2-Axis Accel. (x8) 

+ Potent. (x2)] 

1 
141 ASL 

signs 
665 4 94.47% - Hidden Markov Models 2004 

[65] 
CyberGlove (x2)  

+ 3D Trackers 
2 

5113 CSL 

signs 
750 6.6 90.8% 

Transition 

Movement Models 
Hidden Markov Models 2004 

[69] 
CyberGlove (x2) 

+ 3D Trackers 
2 

5113 CSL 

signs 
750 6.6 91.9% 

Transition 

Movement Models 

Modified K-Means Clustering + 

Dynamic Time Warping + Hidden 

Markov Models 

2007 

[71]  

Magnetic Metric 

Sensor (Polhemus 

FASTRAK) 

4 
183 ASL 

signs 
25 - 75.6% - 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Models 
2008 

[77] 
4-Channel sEMG 

 + 3-Axis Accel. 
2 

72 CSL 

signs 
40 - 93.1% 

sEMG Auto-

Segmentation 

Decision Tree + 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Models 

2011 

[79] 

4-Channel sEMG  

+ 3-Axis Accel. 

(x2) 

2 
175 CSL 

signs 
40 - 97.6% 

sEMG Auto-

Segmentation 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Models 
2011 

[80] 

4-Channel sEMG 

(x2) + 3-Axis 

Accel.(x2) 

5 
120 CSL 

signs 
200 - 96.5% 

sEMG Auto-

Segmentation 

Multi-Stream Hidden Markov 

Models 
2012 

[84] 
CyberGlove (x2) 

 + 3D Trackers 
8 

107 ASL 

signs 
74 2 - 6 

95.7% (reg.) 

86.6% (unreg.) 

Naïve Bayes 

Network 

Conditional Random Field + 

Support Vector Machine 
2013 

[87] DG5-VHand Glove 1 
80 ArSL 

signs 
40 - 98.9% Manual Segment. Modified K-Nearest Neighbour 2015 

[94] 

Custom Glove (x2) 

[3-Axis Accel.(x20) 

+ 3-Axis Gyro.(x2)] 

6 
510 CSL 

signs 
215 4.2 87.4% Transition Models Hidden Markov Models 2016 

 

Various techniques have been explored for eliminating movement epenthesis and 

detecting sign boundaries. Liang and Ouhyoung used time varying parameters (TVPs) to segment 

signs in their study recognizing 303 short and 345 long TSL sentences using a VPL DataGlove 

[51]. When the number of TVPs drops below a certain threshold, the motion is considered quasi-

stationary, and it is assumed a sign is being performed. The data from these stationary periods 

was fed into four HMMs, which were used to recognize individual signs making up each sentence 

leading to accuracy rates above 80%. Although sign language gestures used in this study likely 
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had a stationary component where the user would pause and hold the posture, many sign language 

gestures involve constant or repetitive motion for the duration of the sign. Therefore, the quasi-

stationary assumption would not work for all recognition cases.  

Gao et al. added extra context-dependent HMMs to depict periods of movement 

epenthesis in data from two CyberGloves and 3D motion trackers [54]. Context-dependent 

HMMs are commonly used in speech recognition to represent coarticulation between words. Full 

CSL sentences were used to train these HMMs, whereas independent gestures were used to train 

the main neural network model. A direct comparison of 80 CSL sentences revealed that the 

addition of context-dependent HMMs increased accuracy from 77.2% to 94.7% [54]. Separate 

CyberGlove studies used simple recurrent networks to identify boundaries of individual signs 

within sentences and remove periods of movement epenthesis [57][62]. In these studies, a SOFM 

feature extractor revealed distinct fluctuations in features during movement epenthesis compared 

to stabilization for the duration of signing. Back-propagation in the network was used for context 

learning, in which network weights were updated based on errors between outputs and targets. 

This approach resulted in an increase in word accuracy from 81.2% to 85.0% for 100 CSL 

sentences [57], and 72.4% to 86.3% for 400 sentences [62]. In subsequent studies, these 

researchers devised an approach using Transition Movement Models to dynamically cluster the 

transitions between signs so that they could be filtered out of data during recognition [65][69]. In 

a separate study, signs were automatically segmented from sentences based on velocity and 

directional angles from a Polhemus tracker used with two CyberGloves [84]. A Naïve Bayes 

network was then used to label sub-segments as either Sign or Movement Epenthesis when 

recognizing ASL sentences. 

Many other studies used sEMG for auto-segmentation of data  [77][79][80]. Using the 

assumption that a burst of muscle activity occurs when a sign is being performed, sEMG sensors 
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detect periods of forearm muscle activation and they are separated from periods of no activation. 

Data are divided into non-overlapping sliding windows and the average potential of sEMG 

signals for each window is compared to an adaptive, empirically determined threshold. When the 

average potential exceeds this threshold for a predetermined time duration, muscles are assumed 

to be activated, and thus signing is considered to have begun. Similarly, when the sum is below a 

separate lower threshold, the sign is presumed to be complete. Threshold values must be selected 

carefully since onset thresholds are greater than offset thresholds, and activation levels can vary 

greatly between subjects [122]. Some continuous studies used manual segmentation, which limits 

a system’s adaptability. It is imperative to identify and overcome challenges related to continuous 

recognition for the development of an effective SLR system.  

It is evident from Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 that deep learning models have not been used 

extensively in wearable sensor-based SLR. However, research in the machine translation and 

natural language processing fields – which have many parallels to SLR – suggests deep learning 

models are currently the best available approaches for general sequence-to-sequence tasks. The 

performance of RNNs for sequence-to-sequence learning tasks worsens as the length of temporal 

dependencies increases [123]. This memory limitation suggests that regular RNNs may not be the 

best available deep learning model for researchers in the continuous SLR field. Long short-term 

memory (LSTM) networks, a variation of RNNs, can store information for longer periods of time 

than standard RNNs and have been used in many different sequence modelling problems such as 

handwriting recognition, speech recognition, and machine translation. Bidirectional LSTM 

(BLSTM) networks introduce a second LSTM which processes input sequences in reverse order, 

thereby providing both past and future context for a given input sequence [124]. BLSTMs have 

yielded impressive results in various problems. Many state-of-the-art machine translation models 

use an encoder-decoder architecture. Introduced by Cho et al., the encoder maps a variable-length 
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input sequence to a fixed length semantic representation of the input, and the decoder maps the 

semantic representation to a variable-length output sequence in another language [125][126]. 

Although no studies in this review use these recognition models, we believe that the application 

of networks such as LSTM and BLSTM in encoder-decoder architectures is a promising future 

area of investigation for continuous SLR research. More recently, attention and self-attention 

mechanisms in neural networks have exhibited state-of-the-art performance in many applications 

since they are capable of modelling long-term dependencies and complicated interactions among 

inputs and outputs [127][128]. Self-attention layers enable a model to attend to different parts of 

an input with different weights. The most recent models for sequences include many methods 

based on a specific type of self-attention mechanism called Transformers [129]. Attention-based 

approaches are a key area of interest for sentence-level recognition in future SLR research. 

2.9 Study Design 

In general, the steps in pattern recognition include data acquisition and pre-processing, data 

representation, and decision making [130]. Maintaining a high level of performance during 

decision making is dependent on the attainment of appropriate data representations, which is only 

possible with effective data collection protocols and pre-processing techniques. Most studies 

focus on relatively small lexicons (median = 47). The smallest lexicon was six signs, and the 

largest was 5177. Larger lexicons are ideal in SLR so that the user can convey all intended 

meanings while conversing naturally. Several iterative studies focus on using two CyberGloves 

for large vocabulary CSL recognition [58][62][63][65][66][69]. Almost all signs in the CSL 

language were successfully recognized in a series of isolated and continuous experiments. Results 

from large lexicon studies show great promise in terms of use in real-world scenarios. However, 
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developing classification approaches that scale well to larger lexicons remains a major challenge 

in the SLR field.  

Most studies in this review use a relatively small number of subjects (median = 4). 

Several studies only used one signer to test their system, which limits its robustness. The largest 

number of subjects was 57 in a study by Mummadi et al. [102]. Studies involving a single subject 

are expected to exhibit higher recognition rates than those using multiple, since the system is only 

exposed to one style of movements. An objective of most SLR systems is developing a device a 

user can use immediately. In reinforcement learning, model convergence is defined as the ability 

for a system to reach an optimal value over time. Convergence is a major challenge for the SLR 

field, since anthropometric data, speed, rhythm, and style vary between subjects. It is also 

expected that there will be a range in motion trajectories for a single user, since variations in 

motion are inherent to natural interaction. Strategies must be employed to overcome these 

challenges. A simple user-specific calibration could be used to account for differences in 

anthropometric measurements amongst users. In addition, substantial amounts of data can be used 

to train machine learning algorithms, particularly for those that are nonlinear. 

Several studies used n-fold cross validation, which involves splitting the data up into n 

sets [48]. One set is reserved for testing while the remaining n-1 sets are used for training. 

Validation can also be performed using a leave one out (LOO) approach, where test sets are 

comprised of unregistered or unseen subjects [53][48]. Datasets are collected from multiple 

subjects, but only registered or seen subjects are used to train the system and the unregistered or 

unseen subjects are used to test. This approach is representative of the system’s accuracy if it 

were purchased by a consumer and used without calibration. In other cases, a small subset of data 

from each user was classified as the unregistered test set. The model is trained using only the 

registered dataset and tested using the unregistered data. Wu et al. used 10-fold cross validation, 
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all cross validation using a 9:1 train-to-test ratio, LOO with each of the four subjects, and intra-

subject cross testing using one trial from each subject to test and the rest to train [14]. Another 

researcher chose to examine the influence of increasing the number of training samples had on 

system performance [48]. Using a k-NN predictive model for 95 AUSLAN signs, 11, 13, and 16 

training samples were compared. Respective recognition rates of 80.6%, 81.4%, and 83.0% were 

recorded, indicating that using an increasing number of samples resulted in better performance at 

a decreasing rate in this study.  

Several other methodological factors could influence performance. Some researchers 

trained and tested systems using native signers, and others used subjects with limited knowledge 

of sign language. It is expected that additional errors are introduced by including non-native 

signers since significant learning would be required before the signs feel natural. In one study, 

sequential and random testing procedures were directly compared for hearing subjects who did 

not know ASL [37]. In sequential tests, signers executed one motion six consecutive times. 

Results revealed higher recognition rates for sequential tests, which was linked to signers having 

difficulty transitioning to unfamiliar signs. Devices worn on the hand or wrist may also disturb 

natural motions of signers leading to inconsistencies. Native signers may alter the way they 

usually sign when wearing a device.  

Overall, many improvements should be made to the wearable SLR field. Methodologies 

should be standardized with unified evaluation criteria so direct comparisons can be made 

between studies. Benchmark datasets are available for domain-specific machine learning 

applications (i.e. natural language processing, image processing) so algorithms can be directly 

compared to one another. To the best of our knowledge, there is no wearable sensor-based SLR 

data publicly available for algorithm comparison and benchmarking. We acknowledge that it is 

difficult to have such a dataset when a variety of sensor configurations and sign language 
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variations exist. We recommend devising a standard set of commonly used signs and sentences so 

that different systems can be compared to one another. 

2.10 Summary and Next Steps 

This paper reviewed wearable sensor systems in sign language recognition, a research area which 

has the potential to create profound socioeconomic impact. This analysis involved the 

examination of key aspects of studies including sensor configuration, study design, machine 

learning models, and evaluation metrics. We reviewed the two variations of recognition tasks and 

identified gaps that currently exist in the field. Our analysis of 72 wearable SLR devices shows 

the progression of approaches since the early 1990s. This comprehensive review of systems was 

performed to aid researchers who are currently focusing on areas related to SLR and gesture 

recognition. Many encouraging methods and results related to the SLR field were observed, and 

common challenges were identified and analyzed. Major challenges of SLR include sign 

boundary detection, system scalability to larger lexicons, eliminating movement epenthesis, and 

model convergence. Although attempts have been made to overcome these challenges, techniques 

are still being developed by researchers. However, the structured nature of sign language makes it 

favourable for experimentation and iteration. 

The results from this study could aid in the development of wearable sensor-based SLR 

devices. It is essential to examine both the scalability and adaptability of models to assess the 

ease of implementation outside of the laboratory. Systems developed for practical SLR 

applications should be capable of accurately converting sequences of sign language gestures to 

text and speech with minimal delay. Devices should be comfortable and unobtrusive for users – 

small sensors and minimalistic circuitry should be developed to ensure the user can perform 

dexterous tasks and wear the device without attracting unwanted attention. Wireless signal 
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transmission and simple charging mechanisms should also be incorporated into the device for 

comfort and ease of use. A well-documented framework should be outlined to allow device and 

algorithm developers to iterate and refine designs to optimize user experience. Lastly, it is 

important to obtain information directly from potential end-users before developing systems. 

Since all studies included in this review focused on recognizing sign language gestures, we think 

it is essential to gather insights from Deaf individuals when developing future SLR systems. 
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Chapter 3 

Assessing the Need for a Wearable Sign Language Recognition Device 

for Deaf Individuals: Results from a National Questionnaire 

3.1 Introduction 

Natural languages are essential for humans to communicate easily and effectively with one 

another. Sign languages are natural languages used by many individuals who are deaf, hard of 

hearing, deafened, oral deaf, and non-verbal. The term deaf is the audiological name for 

individuals with hearing loss, described as a partial or total inability to perceive sounds [3]. 

Hearing loss can range from mild to profound, and can be attributed to genetics, infections, 

disease, trauma, or ageing [131]. Those who are hard of hearing have mild to severe hearing loss 

but still have some auditory perception. As a result, hard of hearing individuals often use speech 

to communicate to some extent [132]. Individuals who are deafened or late-deafened are born 

with the ability to hear and lose that ability either suddenly or progressively. Oral deaf describes 

severe to profoundly deaf individuals who use lipreading, speech, or a combination of these 

methods to communicate [132]. Individuals who are non-verbal are unable to use spoken 

language in an effective way. The term Deaf with an uppercase D is used to describe individuals 

with hearing loss who use sign language while also participating in Deaf society and cultural 

practices [133].  

Sign language is a communication mechanism comprised of combinations of hand 

gestures, body movements, and facial expressions. Variations of sign language exist in different 

regions. American Sign Language is used predominantly in Canada and the United States [134]. 

Although independent ASL signs have direct English translations, sequences of ASL signs do not 

usually match English sentences due to distinct grammatical differences between the two 
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languages (e.g., The phrase “What is your name?” in English = ASL signs [your + name + 

what]) [20]. Individuals who are Deaf are not usually fluent in spoken languages, and most 

people within the hearing population are unable to interpret or use ASL [5]. Challenges can arise 

for both Deaf and hearing individuals when attempting to communicate with one another. 

Alternative communication strategies must be used between Deaf and hearing 

individuals. Common techniques include lipreading, typing, writing, and the use of sign language 

interpreters. Lipreading or speechreading is the ability to perceive spoken language through 

observations of facial movement patterns [18]. However, assumptions must be made by the 

lipreader since many vocal tract movements are undetectable through vision [19][20]. 

Alternatively, Deaf and hearing individuals can communicate by exchanging written notes. In 

comparison to both spoken language and signing, writing is considerably slower [17]. A modern 

alternative to written correspondence involves typing using a mobile device. A study focused on 

optimizing mobile phones for Deaf individuals revealed that 67% of Deaf participants noted that 

they typically spend a long time keying in texts [135]. In addition, both writing and typing require 

proficiency in spoken languages, which Deaf individuals do not always possess [136]. Sign 

language interpreters are professionals who translate between Deaf and hearing individuals since 

they are proficient in both signed and spoken languages. Federal legislation, such as Canada’s 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms, acknowledges a Deaf person’s right to an interpreter in certain 

situations such as legal discourse [137]. However, sign interpreters are not practical for all daily 

interactions, since qualified interpreters are in short supply, they typically have high hourly rates, 

and there is a limited amount of funding available to cover these costs [138].  

Over the past 30 years, sign language recognition strategies have been studied 

extensively by researchers [26][41][139]. Various systems have been developed to sense sign 

language gestures, classify the postures and movements as specific signs, and output 
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corresponding text or speech. Typical approaches include using cameras, motion trackers, gloves, 

wristbands, or other wearable sensors as input for recognition models, which are used to 

distinguish between gestures [140][63][99][103]. Many of these systems are unsuitable for 

practical scenarios since they are only capable of recognizing small subsets of gestures. In 

addition, most are developed for the recognition of isolated gestures [141]. In camera-based 

approaches, the data acquisition systems may require specific lighting conditions, a neutral 

background, the absence of shadows, and a specific camera mounting setup [25]. These factors 

limit the application and acceptance level of systems. Wearable data acquisition systems such as 

gloves may be uncomfortable for users if the device is bulky, or if components make finger 

bending more difficult. In addition, many glove-based devices cover the full hand including the 

fingers, which would prevent a user from performing certain dexterous tasks. Although numerous 

studies have evaluated the performance of specific SLR devices, to the best of our knowledge, no 

research has been performed to gather insights directly from Deaf individuals before developing 

these systems. 

The primary objective of this study was to determine how people who regularly use ASL 

perceive the sign language recognition field of research. Our aim was to enable and encourage 

ASL users to share any insights they have related to the SLR field and potential technologies that 

could be used by Deaf individuals. Specifically, we have attempted to answer the following 

research questions related to SLR system development: (a) How do members of the Deaf 

community, family and friends of Deaf individuals, and those who provide services to the Deaf 

community view wearable SLR devices? (b) Does age influence the perception of wearable SLR 

devices? (c) Is perception influenced by ASL proficiency level or frequency of interaction? 

(d) Which design characteristics are deemed most important by ASL users? (e) Are there 
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particular scenarios in which individuals could imagine the use of wearable SLR devices? (f) Do 

participants have other ideas about how technology could be used by Deaf individuals? 

3.2 Methods 

A questionnaire was developed to gather perspectives from those who use ASL on a regular basis. 

The initial draft was comprised of terminology selected based on conventions used by the 

Canadian Association of the Deaf and the Canadian Hearing Society. The questionnaire was 

modified following consultations with the Canadian Hearing Society, Queen’s General Research 

Ethics Board, and Queen’s Accessibility Services to ensure that the risks associated with 

linguistic and cultural sensitivities were minimized. Clear and concise language was used 

throughout the questionnaire so that participants of various ages and educational backgrounds 

could participate. Ethics approval for this research study was obtained from the Queen’s General 

Research Ethics Board in compliance with the Tri-Council Guidelines and Queen’s University’s 

ethics policies (TRAQ # 6037042). The questionnaire was initially distributed to a small cohort of 

pilot participants. Constructive feedback on the wording of questions and the flow of the survey 

was collected, and modifications were made prior to distribution.  

Organizations listed on the Canadian Association of the Deaf website were contacted 

through email with questionnaire details. Organizations in all ten provinces and three territories 

were approached. Information and anonymous links to the questionnaire were distributed to these 

organizations with the request that information was shared with individuals or groups meeting the 

survey criteria. In some cases, organization representatives posted the links directly on social 

media pages, or pointed us to the social media pages and gave us permission to share links to the 

questionnaire.  
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A Letter of Information/Consent was provided to participants at the start of the 

questionnaire. As specified in the questionnaire text, proceeding to the first question was 

indicative of informed consent. Participants were required to be at least 12 years of age to 

participate. Parental consent was required for participants under 16 years of age. Three groups of 

participants were recruited: 1) Deaf individuals with proficiency in both ASL and English, 

2) Individuals who interact with members of the Deaf community on a regular basis, and 

3) Individuals who provide services targeted towards Deaf community members. Specific details 

relating to the format of the questionnaire are described in the following sub-section. 

3.2.1 Questionnaire Design 

At the beginning of the questionnaire, demographic information was gathered from participants 

including age group, and identity grouping (i.e., deaf, deafened, hard of hearing, non-verbal, 

hearing, other). Subjects who selected other were asked to indicate their alternative grouping. 

Participants were asked to select one of four options to describe their level of proficiency in ASL, 

which were designed with consideration of proficiency levels of other languages (Table 3.1). 

Respondents who identified as hearing were asked to disclose the approximate number of times 

they communicate with others using ASL (i.e., multiple times a day, once a day, a few times per 

week, once per week, less than once per week). Participants from the remaining groups (i.e., deaf, 

deafened, hard of hearing, non-verbal, other) were asked to approximate the frequency at which 

they typically communicate with someone who is not proficient in ASL. This question was 

followed by an open-ended response where participants were asked to describe techniques that 

help them to communicate in these situations.  

All participants were then provided with an image and a description for a hypothetical 

ASL-to-English interpretation device, shown in Figure 3.1. Participants were asked to rate their 
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initial reaction to the SLR design concept on a scale of one to five (1 = very negative, 

2 = moderately negative, 3 = neutral, 4 = moderately positive, 5 = very positive). An open-ended 

response box was presented to participants so that they could justify their score. Participants were 

then asked to rank their top three qualities including accuracy, comfort, speed, appearance, 

unwanted attention the device attracts, and other in order of importance. The order of these 

design characteristics was randomized for each respondent. Participants who selected other were 

asked to specify the characteristic. Users were then asked: “If the device worked as described and 

fulfilled your design preferences, how likely would you (or a Deaf individual) be to use it?” 

Responses were selected on a scale of one to five (1 = I (They) would never consider using it, 

3 = I (They) might use it, and 5 = I (They) would be very likely to use it. Participants could assign 

values of 2 and 4 if they were in between two categories.  

 

Table 3.1: The four proficiency levels and corresponding explanations, which were provided to respondents 

to aid them in selecting a level. 

Level Description 

Little to no proficiency - 

Beginner 

Knowledge of people/places/objects within immediate environment, 

frequently used expressions, basic information exchange, basic descriptions, 

basic comprehension 

Intermediate 
Having social conversations, discussing and describing life 

experiences/events, more than basic level of comprehension 

Advanced 

Proficiency in familiar and unfamiliar topics, fluent and spontaneous 

expressions without hesitation, discussion in formal and informal settings, 

excellent comprehension across a wide spectrum of topics 

 

A dichotomous question (i.e. yes, no) was asked regarding whether respondents could 

think of any scenarios where a Deaf individual would find this device useful. An open-ended 

response box was provided for users to describe the scenarios. The conclusion of the survey 

contained an open-ended response box for any ideas of how participants would like technology to 
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be used to support the Deaf community. An optional open-ended response box was also provided 

for any additional comments. 

 

    

3.2.2 Summary of Statistical Methods 

Non-parametric statistical analyses were performed to draw inference on the data using SPSS 

Version 26 (IBM Corp., NY, USA). The primary method used was cross-tabulation, where a 

multivariate frequency distribution of data is presented in a matrix format [142]. The chi-square 

statistic was used to test for independence, and Cramer’s V and Kendall’s Tau-b tests were used 

to test for strength and symmetry [143]. Fisher’s Exact Test was used as a correction measure for 

cases when more than 20% of cells within the cross-tabulation matrix had expected values less 

than five. When significance was found between three or more independent variables, subsequent 

all-pairwise comparisons were performed using two-tailed Mann-Whitney U Tests to identify 

which of the variables differed significantly. A non-parametric Friedman test, which is a test of 

How it would work: 

• Each wristband would have sensors to 
detect motion and position. The 
wristbands would be programmed to 
approximately convert the motion and 
position patters of ASL signs to English 
sentences. 

• The sentences would be displayed to the 
signer via a screen on the wristband. 
The signer would check the accuracy of 
the message before choosing whether 
to have it read aloud by an automatic 
speech generator. 

• The signer would be able to turn the 
device on and off via a button on the 
wristband. 

What the user would wear: 

• Two wireless wristbands, each with similar dimensions as a small smartwatch. 

 

Figure 3.1:  Diagram and descriptions provided to survey participants proposing a Wearable ASL-to-

English Interpretation Device. 
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differences among repeated measures, was used to analyze the design characteristics that were 

deemed most important by respondents. 

3.3 Results 

The questionnaire was completed by 102 participants from across Canada who were proficient in 

ASL and English. Demographic information is summarized in Table 3.2. Participants were asked 

to provide ratings on a scale of one to five in two separate questions. Scores from these questions 

were averaged and categorized as negative (1.0 – 2.0), neutral (2.5 – 3.5), or positive (4.0 – 5.0). 

The relationship between the two rating questions was assessed using a two-tailed Kendall’s Tau-

b correlation, a non-parametric bivariate correlation that adjusts for ties between entities. The 

result of this test indicates a highly significant and moderately positive correlation 

(𝜏b = 0.457, p < 0.0001) between the two ratings, which validates the use of an average score. The 

results for the six research questions are discussed in the following sub-sections. 

3.3.1 Overall Perception from Deaf Community, Family Members and Friends, and Service 

Providers 

Responses from Deaf, deafened, hard of hearing, non-verbal, and oral deaf participants were 

grouped together as Members of the Deaf community, and were compared to service providers, as 

well as family members and friends. Those who selected both service provider and friend/family 

were placed in the Service Provider category due to their expected familiarity with currently 

available resources for Deaf individuals, and their potential financial interest in this topic. 

Proportions of negative, neutral, and positive average ratings for each respective group are shown 

in Figure 3.2. Cross-tabulation using the Chi-square statistic and Fisher’s Exact Test revealed a 

significant association (χ2
(4, N = 100) = 9.6, ϕc = 0.22, p = 0.047) between members of the Deaf 

community, family members and friends, and service providers. Subsequent all-pairwise 
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comparisons using the Mann-Whitney U Test revealed no significant difference between service 

providers and family/friends (U(N1 = 32, N2 = 15) = 170, z = - 1.7, p = 0.09). Similarly, no significant 

difference was observed between members of the Deaf community and family/friends 

(U(N1 = 53, N2 = 15) = 390, z = - 0.16, p = 0.88). However, the average ratings given by members of 

the Deaf community are significantly more positive than those given by service providers 

(U(N1 = 53, N2 = 32) = 630, z = -2.0, p = 0.043). 

Table 3.2:  Demographic information for questionnaire participants. Included are quantities and 

percentages for each age category, identity grouping, experience level, and frequency of interactions with 

non-ASL users (for Deaf community member participants) and ASL users (for hearing participants). 

 Number Percentage 

                                                   (n = 102) 

Age Category      

 12 - 15 0  0% 

 16 - 25 19 18.6% 

 26 - 35 20 21.6% 

 36 - 45 22 20.6% 

 46 - 55 21 20.6% 

 56 - 65 16 15.7% 

 66 - 75 4 3.9% 

 76 + 0    0% 

Identity Grouping   

 Deaf 38 37.3% 

 Hearing 46 45.1% 

 Hard of Hearing 5 4.9% 

 Deaf + Hard of Hearing 5 4.9% 

 Hearing + Hard of Hearing 1 1.0% 

 Oral Deaf 2 2.0% 

 Deafened 1 1.0% 

 Non-Verbal 1 1.0% 

 Other 3 2.9% 

Experience Level   

 Little to no experience 0 0% 

 Beginner 11 10.8% 

 Intermediate 36 35.3% 

 Advanced 55 53.9% 

Frequency of Interaction   

 Less than once per week 7 6.9% 

 Once per week 6 5.9% 

 A few times per week 19 18.6% 

 Once per day 12 11.8% 

 Multiple times per day 58 56.9% 
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Figure 3.2:  Quantities of negative, neutral, and positive responses to the SLR concept are shown for each 

of the three groups: members of the Deaf community (dark blue), family members and friends (medium 

blue), and service providers for Deaf individuals (light blue). Percentages of negative, neutral, and positive 

responses are shown for each group. 

 

Respondents were asked to justify their rating for the SLR design concept using an open-

ended response. We identified six overarching categories of concerns that were raised most 

frequently by participants. Categories were created if five or more respondents identified a 

specific concern. Concerns and corresponding excerpts from written responses are listed in 

Table 3.3. The excerpts included in this table were selected with the aim of presenting the full 

range of responses within each category. Frequencies of respondents raising each individual 

concern are summarized in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.3:  The six main concerns identified by questionnaire participants regarding the proposed SLR 

design concept. Direct quotations are shown in separate columns for members of the Deaf community and 

hearing participants. 

# 
Description of 

concern 

Excerpts from Deaf, deafened, hard of hearing, 

non-verbal, and oral deaf respondents 

Excerpts from hearing 

respondents 

1 Device will not 

be capable of 

performing its 

primary function 

“ASL is a visual and spatial language that requires signs 

from the hands and expressions from the face. If I use a 

hand that flicks, it has many meanings. Incredible is a 

flick in the air with a shocked face. Awful is a flick in 

the air with a disgusted face.” 

“There is a lot more to ASL 

than hand movements. There 

are facial and head 

movements which convey 

both grammatical and 

semantic information. There 

are weight shifts, shoulder 

angles, head tilts, eye gaze, 

speed, muscle tension, and 

more. One sign can have 

multiple English equivalents, 

depending on register, 

context, situation (i.e. in a 

lecture vs a bar).” 

“Every signer has a ‘style’ that this wristband would 

never be able to convey. It wouldn't capture the essence 

of Sign Language.” 

“… if a deaf person is signing fast, will the wearable 

technology be able to capture and translate it to English 

fast enough without missing information?” 

“Sometimes the meaning of the sign would depend on 

the full story being told, so the wristband would have to 

monitor the full phrase than just one sign at a time.” 

2 Device places 

the burden of 

communication 

on Deaf 

individual, and 

suggests that 

these groups 

need to be 

assisted 

“I feel like it’s another way of Deaf people trying to be 

accommodating to people who cannot understand ASL 

as the responsibility is on us to check whether the 

wristbands got our meaning and what we wanted to say 

accurately. Would like it if instead of expecting us to 

wear something, people who didn’t know ASL could 

maybe learn the language or be expected to do some of 

the work.” 

“The burden of use (turning 

on device, checking accuracy 

while they have someone 

staring at them) is on the 

DHH individual and only 

serves to benefit the other 

(hearing) person.” 

“We shouldn’t be responsible to accommodate language 

when the other doesn’t.” 

“It also kind of reinforces that ASL is a broken form of 

English.” 

“Suggests that being an ASL 

user is something that needs 

to be fixed.” 
“Wearing wristbands will identify you as an ASL user.” 

3 Device would 

not be better 

than currently 

available options 

“I am not fond of bracelets or watches and do not wear 

them, so I am not keen on using wristbands.” 

 

“Either learn sign language or use interpreters for best in 

person conversations.” 

“[I might use this] if we don’t have paper/pen, iPhone 

[or] interpreters with us” 

“I may need to use time to correct the English sentence 

structure and change the sentences, deleting or adding 

information. How would I do that? Do I have the 

miniature keyboard that I can type with? In this case, 

texting would be easier, avoiding the significant delay 

with turn-taking.” 

It would take as much time as writing out a request with 

pen and paper 
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4 Device does not 

address the two-

way nature of 

communication 

“How do I receive the listener’s response? In my 

wristband’s window? Or do I use a different technology 

like voice to text?” 

“Why not have the hearing 

person wear a device that 

translates English into ASL?” 

“This can help Deaf people talk to hearing people, but 

how does it help the hearing talk back to the Deaf 

unless they known sign language?” 

“I would like to see English turned into ASL signs as 

well.” 

5 Device will 

deplete interest 

of learning ASL 

“I think people need to take a moment to understand 

what a signer is conveying - without technological ideas 

such as this.” 

“This technology justifies 

hearing people not learning 

ASL.” 

“I fear this will be considered 

a quick fix for schools and 

the investment [in] ASL 

trained professionals will 

decline.” 

6 Device assumes 

the user is 

proficient in 

reading ASL 

“Some people [won’t] understand [the] English texts 

shown from using the device.” 

“Think about it if it [were] 

English to ASL; [the] hearing 

person was shown the ASL 

and they had to decide if the 

technology interpreted their 

English correctly.” 

 

Table 3.4:  Frequency table showing the total number of times each concern was raised.  Numeric 

breakdowns for each concern are shown for members of the Deaf community and hearing participants. 

Concern # 

Number of Times Concern was Raised 

Total Deaf, deafened, hard of hearing, 

non-verbal, oral deaf respondents 
Hearing respondents 

1 19 24 43 

2 8 9 17 

3 9 5 14 

4 4 6 10 

5 3 7 10 

6 1 4 5 
 

  

3.3.2 The Influences of Age on Perception 

In this analysis, we directly compare average numerical ratings from individuals born before 1985 

to younger generations. Proportions of negative, neutral, and positive ratings for the 16 - 35, and 

36 plus age categories are shown in Figure 3.3. A significant relationship between the groups was 

observed (χ2
(2, N = 102) = 6.1, ϕc = 0.24, p = 0.048), which indicates that age has an influence on 
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ratings given in this study. Average ratings from the younger demographic exhibit an exponential 

distribution with mostly negative ratings. Ratings for the older group are distributed normally 

with a right skew. 

 

Figure 3.3: Quantities of negative, neutral, and positive responses are shown for each of the two target 

groups: participants 16-35 years of age (dark blue), and participants 36 years of age and older (light blue). 

Percentages of negative, neutral, and positive responses are shown for each group. 

 

3.3.3 The Influence of Proficiency Level and Frequency of Interaction on Perception 

Average ratings were compared for participants who categorized themselves as beginner, 

intermediate, and advanced ASL users. Cross-tabulation using Fisher’s Exact Test revealed that 

there is no significance (χ2
(4, N = 102) = 1.4, 𝜏b = -0.021, p = 0.85) between ratings for beginner, 

intermediate, and advanced signers. Frequency distributions for each respective group are shown 

in Figure 3.4. Numerical ratings for intermediate and advanced signers are normally distributed 

and symmetrical, while those given by beginners exhibit a uniform distribution. 
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Figure 3.4: Frequencies of negative, neutral, and positive responses are shown for ASL users who 

identified as beginner (dark blue), intermediate (medium blue), and advanced (light blue) signers. 

Percentages of negative, neutral, and positive responses are shown for each group. 

 

Average ratings were also compared for frequency of interaction. The Chi-square 

statistical test revealed a highly significant relationship and moderate association 

(χ2
(2, N = 102) = 9.4, ϕc = 0.30, p = 0.009) between those who have interactions at least once per day 

and those who have interactions a few times per week or less. Figure 3.5 shows quantities of 

negative, neutral, and positive average ratings for each respective group. It is evident from this 

figure that proportions of negative, neutral, and positive ratings for those who have interactions 

less frequently exhibit a normal distribution with a right skew. Average ratings for those who 

interact more frequently exhibit a uniform distribution, so a separate analysis was performed for 

those who have interactions at least once per day.  
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Figure 3.5: Frequencies of negative, neutral, and positive responses are shown for each of the two target 

groups: respondents who interact a few times per week or less (light blue), and respondents who interact at 

least once per day (dark blue). Percentages of negative, neutral, and positive responses are shown for each 

group. 

 

3.3.4 Most Important Design Characteristics for SLR Devices 

Participants ranked their top three design characteristics (i.e., accuracy, comfort, speed, 

appearance, unwanted attention device attracts, and other) in order of importance. The result of 

the non-parametric Friedman test (χ2
(5, N = 102) = 270, W = 0.54, p < 0.001) indicates a high 

significance and strong association. Figure 3.6 shows the design characteristics and number of 

respondents who ranked them first, second, or third. Accuracy, speed, and comfort were ranked 

highest by users. Those who selected the other option mentioned stigmatization of ASL, the size 

of the text on the device, cost, and completeness of information portrayed. 
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Figure 3.6:  Frequency of top three rankings for each of the design characteristics. 

 

3.3.5 Scenarios in which a Sign Language Recognition Device Could be Used 

The average ratings from participants were also compared to the dichotomous question, which 

asked if they could think of scenarios where this device could be useful. A highly significant and 

moderate association (χ2
(2, N = 102) = 19.4, ϕc = 0.44, p < 0.001) was observed between the 

dichotomous response and average ratings, as shown in Figure 3.7. It is evident that individuals 

who gave the device positive ratings were much more likely to propose scenarios in which the 

device could be used. Examples of scenarios that were provided by participants are summarized 

with frequencies in Table 3.5.  
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Table 3.5:  Frequency table showing the total number of times each category of scenarios was brought up 

by respondents. Similar scenarios were grouped together, with examples shown in brackets next to each 

entity. 

Scenario Freq. 

Interacting with those who do not know ASL 18 

Medical Scenarios (e.g., hospitals, doctor’s appointments, counsellor, dentist, walk-in 

clinic, pharmacy, etc.) 
16 

Restaurants (e.g., ordering food or drinks, adjusting orders) 15 

Shopping (e.g., finding items, interacting with salespeople/cashiers) 11 

When no interpreters are available 10 

Work Scenarios (e.g., meeting with boss, talking with customers, if no other 

accommodations were provided, staff meetings, job interviews) 
7 

Banking (e.g., bank tellers, managing investments) 6 

Legal Interactions (e.g., lawyers, getting pulled over by police, interacting with police) 5 

Educational Settings (e.g., presentations, supplementary tool in classes, teaching ASL, for 

Deaf students, junior, high school, etc., parent-teacher meetings, notes) 
6 

Emergency Situations (e.g., communicating with first responders, calling for help) 4 

Noisy environments (e.g., spectating sports games, social settings, playing sports) 4 

When Deaf people struggle with written English 4 

Travel (e.g., airports, buses) 3 

Family Interactions (e.g., gatherings, communication in the home) 3 

Other Inquiries (e.g., Asking for directions, asking where bathroom is) 2 

Auto Mechanic Visits 1 

Hair Appointments 1 
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Figure 3.7: Frequencies of negative, neutral, and positive responses shown for each of the two target 

groups: respondents who could think of scenarios in which this device would be useful (light blue), and 

respondents who said they could not think of any (dark blue). Percentages of negative, neutral, and positive 

responses are shown for each group. 

 

Questionnaire participants also raised several points regarding specific use cases not 

included in Table 3.5 that should be noted. One common theme is the usefulness of this type of 

device for Deaf individuals who are not proficient in English. Respondents emphasized the fact 

that English is often the second language for Deaf individuals, which complicates the process of 

written correspondence. Another respondent stressed the importance of English interactions 

starting when Deaf individuals are young, which could be a potential application for SLR devices. 

It should also be noted that sometimes people who can hear are unable to read and write for a 

variety of reasons. One participant stated that an SLR device could be used, 
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“Wherever writing notes on paper or smart phone back and forth is inconvenient eg. 

with people who can’t read or write such as children or people with developmental 

disabilities […]”. 

Additional respondents mentioned that many health care workers interact with Deaf individuals 

but are unable to sign. A related potential application was described by a Deaf individual as 

follows: 

“I think it will be an excellent tool for elderly Deaf people living in the assistive 

living and nursing homes. Unfortunately, so many of them live in isolation due to 

lack of communication access and the fact [that the] majority of health care workers 

do not sign. This may be a big asset for Deaf elderly people.” 

Many participants mentioned the health care field as a potential application. Respondents noted 

that a device like this could be useful in scenarios such as “Doctors [appointments] or medical 

emergency visits where there is likely no ASL interpreter readily available”. It was also noted that 

it is not always a matter of whether ASL interpreters are available during medical appointments, 

but if their presence is desirable. One respondent mentioned that the device could be useful in 

“medical appointments to keep privacy”. Another common theme – which we also saw 

previously in the initial justification question – is the need for a device that enables two-way 

communication between Deaf and hearing individuals. 

3.3.6 Technology Ideas 

Questionnaire participants also had several ideas for how new or existing technologies could be 

used or improved for use by Deaf individuals. Video relay interpretation (VRI) was brought up by 

several respondents, and the importance of eliminating the cost was emphasized. One participant 
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suggested making “iPads with VRI accessible at locations like hospitals, public buildings with 

high volume, or have them mobile […]”. Similarly, implementing widespread captioning for 

videos was a common theme. A hearing participant noted that it would be beneficial to have: 

“Technology that more quickly and more accurately transcribes and close captions 

media in spoken language. (e.g. videos, announcements at sporting events) -

Technology that allows simultaneous access to important information in American 

Sign Language and English so that Deaf people learn about current events at the 

same time as their hearing peers (e.g. news)”. 

Several respondents listed the prospect of spoken English to ASL translation. Respondents 

emphasized the importance of a system taking grammatical differences between the two 

languages into account. Additional suggestions that were mentioned included ideas about 

education. A few respondents recommended making it easier for individuals to learn ASL – 

through free apps, free classes, or a mandatory high school class. Learning about Deaf culture 

was also a concept that participants felt would be beneficial to many individuals. Lastly, several 

respondents stressed the importance of involving the Deaf community in the research project and 

leveraging their ideas and input when designing devices. One member of the Deaf community 

stated, “Consultation with members of the Deaf community would be beneficial in order to 

develop a product that is respectful to the language and identity”. 

3.4 Discussion 

The goal of this study was to gather and assess perspectives on the SLR field from frequent ASL 

users, with a focus on members of the Deaf community. The study was designed with both rating 

and open-ended questions to encourage participants to share insights related to SLR devices and 

other potentially helpful technologies. Perspectives were assessed through separate examinations 

of the three target demographic groups – members of the Deaf community, service providers, and 
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family members and friends. Additional analyses were performed based on age, ASL experience 

level, and frequency of interactions. Important design attributes, potential applications for SLR 

devices, and other assistive technologies were identified. The results from this study are discussed 

individually in the subsequent sections. 

3.4.1 Overall Perception from Deaf Community, Family/Friends, and Service Providers 

An analysis of average ratings from the three target demographics revealed significantly different 

relationships between members of the Deaf community, those who provide services to Deaf 

individuals, and family members and friends. In general, average ratings provided by Deaf 

participants were normally distributed with a right-modal skew in the direction of the positive 

ratings. Average ratings from family members and friends follow a similar distribution pattern as 

Deaf respondents. Based on these observations, members of the Deaf community and their family 

members and friends are open to the idea of SLR devices. Conversely, average ratings from 

service providers exhibit an exponential distribution with ratings that are predominantly negative. 

Lower ratings for this group could be attributed to a variety of factors. Service providers may 

have knowledge of other communication strategies or resources that they believe are more 

effective than SLR devices. Several studies have examined the perspectives that human 

translators have towards machine translation. A study performed by Cadwell et al. revealed that 

job security and translation quality were primary factors that influenced whether a human 

translator was open to using machine translation in their daily tasks [144]. Some service providers 

may work closely with ASL interpreters or are interpreters themselves. Negative responses could 

be related to concerns about job security for themselves or their colleagues, or fear of insufficient 

quality of translation from SLR devices. They also likely have extensive knowledge of Deaf 

culture, which may suggest that they are partial to hearing individuals learning ASL. 
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Many valuable insights were provided by participants through their written justifications 

for their ratings. Six main concerns were noted by participants, and each will be discussed 

individually in the following sub-sections. 

3.4.1.1 Concern #1 – Device would not be able to perform its primary function 

The concern that was noted most often by survey participants was the fear that the device would 

fail to perform its primary function. The high prevalence of this concern suggests that the primary 

focus of SLR studies should be on device performance. Prior to implementation, systems should 

be able to recognize large lexicons of gestures with a high degree of accuracy. One hearing 

participant noted, 

“Similar projects have been done with gloves using motion sensors over the past few 

years. They get rave reviews in the media and then they disappear because they 

don’t work. They also give people a distorted idea of how signed languages work - 

they think it’s just a word by word equivalent. […]” 

It is essential for researchers to examine past failed attempts and perform iterations so 

that devices are more suitable than those created previously. It is also imperative for researchers 

to understand the structure of the sign language they are attempting to recognize. Many 

respondents raised the concern that for the SLR device proposed in this study, facial expressions 

and body movements that accompany hand gestures would not be included in the recognition 

system. It is important to note that a wearable SLR device would not take away the human-to-

human component of interactions. The hearing and Deaf individuals would be able to observe 

facial expressions to discern certain emotions or inflections related to inquiries (i.e. eyebrows 

raised). However, if separate ASL terms are portrayed using identical gestures and differ solely 
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based on facial expression, a method of distinguishing between them must be included in the 

system. Researchers should make note of these cases and account for them when designing 

devices. 

3.4.1.2 Concern #2 – Device places the burden of use on members of the Deaf community 

Another concern that was raised frequently is that the burden of use is placed on the Deaf 

individual, thereby perpetuating audism and ableism. Audism is defined as a notion of superiority 

of individuals who are able to hear [145]. Ableism is a broad term centred around the devaluation 

of disabilities [146]. In relation to Deaf culture, ableism is the belief that speaking is superior to 

signing, and thus Deaf people should conform and adapt to spoken language culture. A key 

takeaway from this concern is that cultural sensitivities specific to the Deaf community must be 

taken into consideration by SLR researchers when designing these systems. As stated in an article 

by Pray and Jordan, “we will not achieve full participation for deaf people and all people with 

disabilities if we do not value, respect, and include willingly the vast diversity in our society” 

[147].   

The burden of use concern stems from the fact that Deaf individuals would be responsible 

for purchasing the system, carrying it around with them, ensuring the components are charged, 

and wearing the device so that they can be understood by hearing individuals. Any systems that 

are proposed should be developed to facilitate two-way communication between hearing and 

Deaf individuals, and burdens of use should be eliminated whenever possible. The financial 

burden could be alleviated if device costs were subsidized through government programs for 

assistive technologies. Alternatively, a few of the burdens of use could be alleviated if devices 

were made available at places like hospitals, clinics, and businesses so that it would not be up to 

the user to carry the device around and ensure it was ready for use. 
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3.4.1.3 Concern #3 – Even if the device worked, it would not be superior to current options 

The third most prevalent concern is centred around the idea that SLR devices may not be more 

effective than communication strategies that are currently in use. It can be argued that currently 

used methods such as writing notes and typing characters are slower, impersonal, and involve 

additional effort compared to face-to-face communication. The third concern may stem from the 

fact that it is challenging to assess something that has not yet been developed successfully. As 

noted by the respondents, many SLR system attempts have been underwhelming in terms of 

functionality and performance. It is also important to remember that even if a successful SLR 

system is developed, human beings in general are often resistant to change. Although technology 

itself evolves rapidly, families, schools, communities, and countries tend to operate in 

conventional ways, and it can take time for new developments to “catch on” [148]. Individuals 

may not know that they could benefit from certain technologies until they experience them and 

grow accustomed to using them.  

3.4.1.4 Concern #4 – The device does not address the two-way nature of communication 

Another concern raised several times in this study is that the proposed device is one-sided – since 

it focuses on ASL-to-English translation but neglects to solve the problem of English-to-ASL 

translation. Many existing systems focus solely on sign language to spoken language translation 

without acknowledging communication in the reverse direction. An essential first step for SLR 

researchers should be to view the problem in its entirety – communication barriers occur in two 

opposing directions. It is crucial to synchronously address the two-way nature of the problem 

when attempting to bridge the communication gap that exists between Deaf and hearing 

individuals.   
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3.4.1.5 Concern #5 – The device would deplete interest in learning ASL 

The next concern was that SLR devices would dissuade hearing individuals from learning ASL. 

This concern was noted most frequently by hearing individuals. A study performed to identify the 

motivating and demotivating factors of learning sign language revealed that job-related factors 

had the highest frequency out of all of the motivators for adults in the study [149]. In descending 

order of frequency, the other factors included an interest in the language, personal reasons, social 

interaction, and general communication. It is possible that some of the individuals driven by job-

related factors may not decide to learn ASL if SLR devices were widely used. However, there are 

many other factors that would encourage people to learn sign language. It may be more useful to 

come up with strategies to overcome the demotivating factors for learning sign language, which 

included workload/schedule, sign curriculum, attitudes of others, sign instruction, attitudes of 

self, school expectations, and practice opportunity [149]. The results suggest that the most 

prevalent barrier that prevents individuals from learning sign language is lack of time. Therefore, 

it may be beneficial to teach ASL to hearing youth as part of their school curriculum or include 

ASL lessons in training in workplaces. It should also be noted that although learning ASL itself is 

important, it is also necessary to become educated on Deaf culture. One study revealed that 

university students who took ASL courses simply to fulfil their modern language credit had more 

negative perspectives and attitudes towards deaf people than those who also took courses on Deaf 

culture [150]. 

3.4.1.6 Concern #6 – The device assumes the user is proficient in reading English 

The proposed SLR device included a description stating that text would appear on a screen before 

it was read aloud by an automated speech generator. Our aim for this idea was to allow the user to 

confirm the translation before it was voiced. As mentioned by the respondents, this detail assumes 
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proficiency in reading English. Several studies have concluded that on average, Deaf individuals 

have literacy rates at the grade school level [136][97][151]. Mayer and Wells argue that 

grammatical differences between the languages result in a distinct gap between the inner sign 

dialog of Deaf individuals and written English [152]. The gap between inner dialog and written 

communication can be bridged through spoken language for hearing individuals, but ASL is 

unable to bridge this gap for Deaf individuals. Researchers developing SLR devices should be 

aware of low English literacy rates and should make necessary modifications and 

accommodations. 

3.4.2 The Influence of Age on Perception 

A comparison between younger and older generations revealed a surprising trend – older 

generations gave higher average ratings for the proposed SLR device than younger generations. 

The term digital natives can be used to describe the generations who have grown up in the digital 

world and cannot remember a time without using technology, while digital immigrants remember 

the time period before technology took precedence [153]. It was expected that the younger cohort 

in our study would be more open to and comfortable with new technologies, and thus they would 

be more likely to give higher ratings. However, the opposite was true. The rationale behind digital 

natives giving lower ratings in this study could be that they already have effective communication 

strategies that they are comfortable using. Many participants in our study listed typing/texting as 

a common method of communication between Deaf and hearing individuals. The younger 

generations may be more reliant on alternative methods of correspondence, such as the use of a 

digital notepad on their Smartphones. The 36+ age category, or digital immigrants, may not have 

a Smartphone or may not be as comfortable texting at an efficient speed as younger individuals 

[154]. If this were the case, these individuals might view SLR devices as a more efficient method 

of correspondence compared to pen and paper. Singleton et al. examined technology use in older 
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Deaf adults and found that attitudes toward technology were more positive than negative [155]. 

These results and our findings support the notion that although digital immigrants are not always 

experienced or comfortable with using new technologies, they are open to the possibility of 

learning. It should be noted that some older Deaf adults may feel that a certain technology is too 

difficult for them to learn how to use if it is too complex [155]. Systems and training guides 

should be developed accordingly. 

Another possible rationale for the lower ratings from the younger demographic is that 

these individuals may have higher expectations for technology. In the world of Smartphones and 

Smartwatches, our simplistic diagram of a theoretical wrist-worn SLR device may have been too 

simplistic. A key takeaway from this result is that devices that are developed should not be a 

regression from technology that currently exists. The latest technologies will always act as a 

benchmark for new devices, so SLR systems must function at the same level or higher compared 

to other Smart devices. 

3.4.3 The Influence of Experience Level and Frequency of Interaction on Perception 

No significant relationship was observed between average ratings and ASL experience level. It is 

evident from Figure 4 that ratings for beginner, intermediate, and advanced signers exhibit 

normal distributions. This result indicates that experience level does not play a role in the 

perception of ASL devices – average ratings range from neutral to negative for beginner and 

advanced signers alike.  

The average ratings for individuals who experience interactions a few times per week or 

less exhibit a normal distribution with a right-modal skew, whereas the ratings provided by 

individuals who experience these interactions once per day or more exhibit a uniform distribution. 

This result suggests that those who interact most frequently gave negative, neutral, and positive 

reactions at approximately equal rates. This result could be attributed to the fact that some of 
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these individuals are employing communication strategies that they deem to be effective, while 

others are not satisfied with their current strategies. Since this question was posed in two different 

ways for Deaf and hearing participants, a separate breakdown was performed for those who have 

interactions at least once per day. It was evident from this analysis that hearing participants gave 

mostly negative average ratings, which could be attributed to the fact they are comfortable using 

ASL in interactions with Deaf individuals, so they may believe that other hearing people should 

also learn the language. 

3.4.4 Most Important Design Characteristics for SLR Devices 

The design characteristics that were ranked in the top three most frequently by respondents were 

translation accuracy, speed, and comfort. It is evident from Figure 6 that accuracy was ranked 

first most frequently, speed was ranked second most frequently, and comfort was ranked third 

most frequently. These attributes should be prioritized for SLR systems developed by researchers. 

The remaining design characteristics (i.e. unwanted attention device attracts, appearance, other) 

were not ranked in the top three by most participants, but they should still be considered 

throughout the design process.  

3.4.5 Scenarios in which an SLR Device could be Used 

Participants provided many possible scenarios in which SLR devices could be of use. Medical 

applications were identified as one of the most frequent uses by respondents. The communication 

difficulties that exist between Deaf patients and health care providers are well-established in 

literature [156][157][158]. SLR researchers could focus the scope of future systems by testing 

them in medical scenarios. In general, the data in Table 3.5 will enable SLR researchers to focus 

on the most relevant potential use cases while designing a device. For these specific scenarios, 

researchers would be able to measure whether the device recognizes the necessary lexicon and 
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they would be able to decide which design attributes would be most suitable for the application.  

3.4.6 Ideas for Technology 

When participants were asked for ideas about other ways technology might be used to benefit the 

Deaf community, most wrote about technologies which would serve the same overarching 

objective of SLR – that is, technologies that aim to reduce challenges that arise for both hearing 

and Deaf individuals when attempting to communicate with one another. These technologies can 

be split into two categories: existing and emerging. Many participants would like existing 

communication methods and technologies to be improved by more widespread adoption. 

Captioning, VRI, and ASL and Deaf culture education are all proven methods of improving Deaf 

individuals’ access to information and of limiting communication barriers between Deaf and 

hearing individuals. Increasing the accessibility and adoption rates of these methods and 

technologies would lead to further progress toward the primary objective of the SLR field. A few 

participants also expressed interest in a device capable of translating English text or speech into 

animated ASL signs [159][160] – an emerging technology. The primary objective of this 

technology is to automate translation between Deaf and hearing individuals through the 

conversion of spoken languages to signed languages. This research area is considerably less 

active than SLR, however its importance is equal to that of SLR since it aims to overcome one 

side of the communication barrier. 

3.4.7 Limitations and Strengths of this Study 

There are several limitations and sources of uncertainty that should be noted and addressed in 

future iterations of this research. Although many researchers consider non-parametric methods to 

be the standard for the analysis of Likert scale data, these tests are also known for being less 

powerful than parametric tests [161]. In non-parametric tests, the median is typically used as the 
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measure of central tendency, which is considered to be advantageous over using the mean due to 

the unfair numeric characterization of Likert scale options [161]. However, the limited numerical 

variability of the median in Likert scale responses may have resulted in inconsistencies, 

particularly for categories we analyzed that either had small sample sizes or normal distributions. 

Another source of uncertainty stems from our requirement of participants having a moderate 

English proficiency level. As a result of this assumption, we did not provide an ASL version of 

the survey. Previous studies show that providing an ASL version improves comprehension, 

maximizes participation rates, reduces biases in responses, and is more well-received by survey 

respondents [162][163]. It is possible that participants opened the survey and never completed it 

due to language barriers. Differences between English and ASL also resulted in a few open-ended 

responses that were difficult to comprehend. Since the survey was anonymous, there was no 

opportunity for us to follow up on ideas and clarify issues. A semi-structured interview may have 

been a better format to guarantee that all open-ended responses could be understood. There also 

may have been data errors from blank responses to open-ended questions. Frequency tables were 

provided for the analysis of some of the research questions, but it should be noted that these 

tables do not take blank responses into account. 

Regardless of the previously stated limitations, our study had several strengths. Through 

this research, we were able to gather invaluable quantitative and qualitative insights directly from 

members of the Deaf community and those who regularly interact with Deaf individuals. 

Approximately half of our survey respondents are members of the Deaf community and thus, the 

potential end-users for SLR devices. The electronic format of the survey enabled us to achieve 

vast outreach, with participants residing in locations across Canada. This format also provided a 

low-cost and practical method of distribution. It should be noted that remote administration also 

ensured a safe mode of data collection, given the rapidly evolving COVID-19 situation. 
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3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations 

The technical challenge of converting signed languages to spoken languages has been the centre 

of research for decades, however, our study is the first to formally seek input from Deaf 

individuals in order to understand their perception of the SLR field. Gathering insights directly 

from this critical stakeholder is essential to ensuring that any future SLR technologies are user-

centric and culturally appropriate. Key takeaways for SLR researchers are summarized as 

follows: 

• Functionality and accuracy should be prioritized when designing devices. 

• Insights from Deaf individuals should be integrated into SLR systems. 

• The two-way nature of communication must be addressed. 

• ASL and English have distinct grammatical differences that must be noted. 

• The potential of low English proficiency levels among Deaf individuals should be taken 

into consideration. 

• Facial expressions influence the meaning of some ASL signs. 

• The burden of use should be removed from members of the Deaf community when 

possible. 

• Systems should be at the same technological level of other modern devices. 

The results of this study suggest that members of the Deaf community and their family 

members and friends are open to the idea of SLR devices. Approximately 72% of all participants 

have a neutral or positive view of the hypothetical technology described in this questionnaire, and 

average ratings provided by Deaf participants and their family members and friends are 

distributed normally with a right-modal skew in the direction of the positive ratings. However, 

many members of the Deaf community shared concerns about the system’s technical feasibility, 
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the burden it would place on users, its value compared to existing communication methods, its 

potential negative impact on overall interest in learning signed languages, and its potential 

requirement that users be literate in spoken language. Another prominent concern is that a 

successful SLR device would address only one side of the communication barrier that can exist 

between Deaf and hearing individuals.  

This study provides the SLR field with further practical information to guide device 

development. The results suggest that accuracy, speed, and comfort are the most important design 

characteristics to members of the Deaf community for a potential SLR device. Participants also 

highlighted many potential use cases for the device. Medical, restaurant, and errand scenarios 

appeared in responses most frequently. These factors will help researchers focus on the most 

important design attributes and potential applications for SLR devices. Future work in the SLR 

field should involve ongoing consultation with members of the Deaf community. The 

development of SLR systems should occur synchronously with equal efforts to solve the problem 

of spoken language to sign language translation. 
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Chapter 4 

A Bio-Acoustic Approach to American Sign Language Recognition 

Using Multiple Wrist-Worn High-Frequency Accelerometers 

4.1 Introduction 

Sign languages are comprised of combinations of hand gestures and body movements [164]. 

Variations of sign language are used globally for communication amongst Deaf, hard of hearing, 

non-verbal, and deafened individuals. However, sign languages are not actively used by most 

people outside of the Deaf community. This division can lead to linguistic barriers to 

communication in habitual interactions between Deaf and hearing individuals. The structured 

nature of sign languages – combined with an inclination to bridge the communication gap 

between Deaf and hearing individuals – makes sign language recognition a promising area of 

investigation for researchers.  

The SLR and gesture recognition fields have many overlapping attributes including 

similar data acquisition systems, universally applied recognition models, and pervasive 

challenges. Previous attempts in these fields are dominated by computer vision approaches, 

centred around the recognition of static images or video segments [26][165][166][167]. Machine 

learning algorithms and more recently, deep learning models, are used to classify gestures based 

on input streams of images [168]. To perform well, camera-based systems require a 

monochromatic background and sufficient lighting to minimize the presence of shadows [167]. 

Regulating these conditions outside of a laboratory can be challenging, which limits the 

adaptability of computer vision-based approaches for mobile applications. Additional difficulties 

include the requirement of a mounting setup, and high computational demands due to the vast 
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size of high-resolution image and video files. It can also be challenging to devise methods that are 

robust to subject variability and occlusion of the hands and fingers [169].  

Wearable sensor-based devices have also been investigated for use in the gesture and 

SLR fields. Gloves, armbands, rings, and wristbands tend to be more resilient to environmental 

conditions than computer vision systems. Sensor-embedded gloves are the most widely studied 

wearable data acquisition systems for SLR. Commercially available gloves, such as the VPL 

DataGlove and CyberGlove, have been studied frequently [116][51][65][37]. These gloves are 

equipped with flex sensors to measure finger joint angles and wrist flexion. Although high 

performing, commercial gloves often have high associated costs due to their complexity, and 

hand fatigue can occur as a result of their bulky and restrictive structure [61]. To address these 

disadvantages, several research groups have integrated fewer sensors and lightweight, flexible 

components into custom gloves in an attempt to make them more comfortable and cost-effective 

[102][36]. Hernandez-Rebollar et al. designed the AcceleGlove, comprised of five biaxial 

accelerometers attached to rings on the fingers and one placed on the back of the palm, to 

recognize 26 ASL gestures [170]. Although many glove-based systems have been developed, 

none have been adopted for use by Deaf individuals. In general, there are several disadvantages to 

sensor gloves including reduced dexterity, sanitization challenges, and a proclivity to remove the 

gloves to perform everyday tasks. The performance of glove systems also depends on how well 

the sensors fit over a subject’s finger joints. 

Micro-electromechanical system (MEMS) technologies have progressed to provide high-

performing, lightweight, and cost-effective solutions in many applications [171]. The 

advantageous qualities of MEMS sensors have led to their widespread use in wearable and 

mountable devices for health monitoring, activity recognition, and vibration detection. Wrist-

worn devices (i.e., Smartwatches, activity trackers, armbands, etc.) are the most prevalent type of 
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wearable sensor system since their placement on the wrist allows information to be accessed 

easily without inhibiting motion or dexterity [172]. Since wrist-worn devices are used 

conventionally in daily life, a wrist-worn SLR device may be accepted more readily by members 

of the Deaf community. In addition, lightweight wrist-worn gesture and SLR devices are less 

likely to inhibit movement and cause fatigue for users.  

4.1.1 Related Work 

Bio-acoustics is the study of the generation and transmission of vibrational energy from living 

organisms, including vibrations that propagate through the human body. Human bio-acoustic 

signals can be categorized as heart sounds, lung sounds, bowel sounds, and joint sounds [11]. 

Vibrational waves are generated as components of the body undergo motion, and the rigid 

structures of the body act as conductors for these vibrations [173].  

Bio-acoustic signals have been explored for use in a variety of applications, including 

those related to human hand movement. Amento et al. embedded a piezoelectric contact 

microphone sampling at 8000 Hz into a wristband to recognize a series of hand movements 

including tapping, rubbing, grasping, writing, and dialling a phone [174]. Although no formal 

validation tests were performed, this study was the first to propose the concept of measuring 

micro-vibrations using skin surface sensors on the wrist for gesture recognition. Building off this 

work, the ViBand was developed by altering the frequency of a Smartwatch accelerometer to 

sample at a rate of 4000 Hz [173]. A total of 17 gestures (e.g., flick, snap, clap, tap, etc.) were 

identified for 17 subjects with a mean accuracy of 94.3%, which was achieved using a feature 

extraction-based machine learning techniques. 

Although wrist-worn bio-acoustic devices have been explored in several gesture 

recognition applications, these devices have not been investigated frequently in SLR. Zhang et al. 

developed a ring-mounted surface transducer capable of emitting acoustic chirps from 20 to 6000 
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Hz [175]. The chirps were picked up by four receivers mounted on the wrist, and a total of 10 

static ASL poses were identified 95.64% of the time using an SVM-based approach. In a separate 

study, 36 ASL gestures were recognized using five contact microphone sensors placed on the 

wrists of three subjects [176]. Machine learning approaches including k-NN, LDA, and SVM, 

and decision trees were compared for classification, with LDA resulting in the highest average 

recognition rates with values over 80% for all subjects. 

A small number of studies have used wrist-worn devices for SLR. Although not directly 

linked to bio-acoustics, this research relates to our proposed SLR device since wrist tendon 

activations are measured. Shull et al. developed a wristband embedded with 10 modified 

barometric pressure sensors sampling at 20 Hz to detect contact pressure around the wrist [177]. 

The performance of LDA, k-NN, and SVM machine learning approaches were compared in the 

recognition of 10 Chinese Sign Language number signs. It was determined that the sensors placed 

on the underside of the wrist were most important for differentiating between signs in this study. 

In a separate study, a Huawei Smartwatch was employed to recognize 103 ASL signs integrated 

into 73 sentences [178].  Features were extracted from an accelerometer and gyroscope within the 

watch sampling at 100 Hz and a Long-Short term memory recurrent neural network (LSTM-

RNN) was developed to categorize the sentences. 

In this study, we evaluate the feasibility of integrating bio-acoustic sensors into a novel 

wrist-worn device to recognize ASL gestures. More specifically, we aim to determine whether 

four high-frequency accelerometer sensors placed over the major tendons of the wrist are 

sufficient for capturing mechanical micro-vibrations, which will enable us to distinguish between 

ASL signs. Through this work, we compare the performance of machine learning models in a 

variety of experimental tests to determine the optimal feature subset and sensor configuration. 
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Lastly, we investigate the ability of high-frequency accelerometer signals to depict subtle tendon 

activations by comparing our signals to lower frequency signals. 

4.2 Methodology 

4.2.1 Prototype Development 

A novel multimodal accelerometer-based sensor system sampling at a rate of 2667 Hz was 

developed (Fig. 4.1, Fig. 4.2). Four MEMS accelerometer sensors (ICM-42605 MotionTracking 

Device, TDK©, San Jose, USA) were selected due to their high frequency capabilities and small 

dimensions (2.5 x 3 x 0.91 mm). Capacitive sensors along three orthogonal axes within the sensor 

measure the displacement of the mass along each axis, which is proportional to its acceleration 

[179]. Triaxial accelerometer sensor data was transmitted via I2C to a microcontroller (based on 

STM32F103CBT6, STMicroelectronics, Italy). Acceleration data were temporarily stored in the 

sensor’s flash memory for the duration of the data collection trial, then offloaded to a Micro SD 

card on the sensing unit. The microcontrollers were programmed to allow for synchronous data 

transfer from the four sensors. A button on the first microcontroller was used to transmit a logic 

high level signal (rising edge) via the input/output port to the other microcontrollers, which 

initiated data collection for all four sensors. A rechargeable battery (ZF-402530, ZHENFA, 

China) was secured to the back of each microcontroller to allow for onboard data collection. We 

added Velcro pieces to each battery and attached components to an adjustable strap worn below 

the elbow on the forearm, shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1: Sensor system shown on the right arm of subjects in a pronated position (left) and the supinated 

position (right). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2: The ICM-42605 Sensing units are shown secured to the skin on the wrist using double-sided 

tape. The microcontroller/battery units are shown attached to a Velcro strap worn just below the elbow. 
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4.2.2 Lexicon Selection 

American Sign Language was selected for this study since it is the variation of sign language used 

predominantly in North America [164]. Fifteen commonly used ASL gestures (Fig. 4.3) were 

chosen to validate the prototype system. Since our aim was to demonstrate the feasibility of using 

wrist-worn sensors for SLR, we selected a lexicon of gestures comprised of both (a) isolated 

movements of fingers and (b) dynamic movements of the hand or hands. The ASL numbers zero 

to ten were selected, along with the commonly-used gestures yes, no, help, and name. This 

gesture set is similar to those tested on other wrist-worn SLR devices [177]. 

4.2.3 Data Collection 

Nine healthy subjects (n = 9, age = 24.1 ± 3 years, height: 172.4 ± 7 cm, mass: 74.1 ± 6 kg, 7 

males and 2 females) were recruited to perform the 15 isolated ASL gestures while wearing the 

sensor system. The Queen’s University General Research Ethics Board provided approval for this 

study (TRAQ #6028442) and informed consent was acquired from subjects prior to data 

collection. Each ASL gesture was demonstrated to subjects before they performed the repetitions. 

Subjects were instructed to practice the movement until they felt comfortable performing it, at 

which point data collection was initiated. A total of 50 samples of each gesture were recorded 

sequentially for each subject. The neutral rest position between signs was a relaxed fist. Subjects 

performed the repetitions at a self-selected pace while seated with their elbow supported on an 

arm rest. A two- to three-minute rest period was provided between each set of repetitions. Each 

subject produced a total of 750 samples – thus, the total size of our dataset is 6750 samples with 

450 samples per class. 
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                  Zero (0)            One (1)        Two (2)   Three (3)      Four (4)       Five (5) 
 

                                
             Six (6)            Seven (7)                 Eight (8)                Nine (9)                                         Ten (10) 
 

                              
                             YES                                                        NO                                   NAME                                   HELP 

 

Figure 4.3: The lexicon of American Sign Language gestures selected for this study. The numbers zero to 

ten are shown in the top two rows, and the four commonly used gestures are shown in the bottom row. 

 

4.2.4 Sensor Placement 

Preliminary experimentation revealed that a single high-frequency accelerometer placed on either 

the ulnar or radial styloid of the wrist was not sufficient for discriminating between independent 

finger movements. Thus, we selected four sensor positions based on the locations of the major 

tendons of the wrist. We place ACC1 on the skin above the extensor digiti minimi tendon, which 

transmits force to the fifth phalange [36][37]. ACC2 was placed above the extensor digitorum and 

extensor indicis tendons on the back of the wrist. These tendons extend the joints of the second, 

third, and fourth phalanges [36]. ACC3 was placed above the abductor pollicis longus and 
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extensor pollicis brevis tendons, which abduct and extend the thumb [37]. Lastly, we placed 

ACC4 above the flexor digitorum superficialis and flexor digitorum profundus tendons, which are 

responsible for flexion of the phalanges [36]. Subjects were instructed to move certain fingers 

repeatedly while we palpated the wrist to locate each tendon. We attached each sensor to the skin 

using double-sided tape. Once the sensors were placed, medical tape was wrapped around the 

wrist to ensure that sensors did not detach during data collection. 

4.2.5 Data Pre-Processing, Feature Extraction, and Machine Learning Models 

Data segmentation, feature extraction, and machine learning were performed using Matlab 

R2020a (MathWorks Inc., MA, USA). Data was segmented based on peak summations of 

acceleration occurring as subjects transitioned into each ASL sign. A total of 1200 data points 

were stored for each sample.  

Statistical time-domain features including the mean, variance, minimum, maximum, 

standard deviation were extracted from the x, y, and z components of each accelerometer signal. 

We also integrated each signal to find the absolute signal magnitude area. To extract frequency-

domain features, we computed the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of each signal using a Hamming 

window to reduce the effects of spectral banding [173]. The first FFT feature we extracted was 

frequency-domain entropy [180]. We also determined the spectral energy by first converting the 

FFT to an energy spectral density distribution and finding a summation of the total energy present 

in the frequency-domain signal. Six time-domain and two frequency-domain features were 

extracted from each triaxial component of the four accelerometers, leading to an initial feature 

vector of length 96. Features were normalized prior to classification experiments. 

Three machine learning models were compared for classification in this study including 

Linear Discriminant Analysis, kernelized Support Vector Machines, and a weighted k-Nearest 

Neighbours approach. In LDA, the ratio between intra- and inter-class variance is maximized 
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resulting in maximal separability for a given dataset [181]. LDA is commonly used for both 

classification and dimensionality reduction in gesture and speech recognition. In SVM 

classification, optimal hyperplanes – those that provide maximal separation between two classes 

– are computed in multi-dimensional feature space [182]. SVMs can be computationally 

expensive when handling large amounts of training data since all interactions in feature space are 

mapped and transformed. However, kernelized SVMs reduce computational load by computing 

distances without transforming the data. In k-NN classification, all training features are stored 

and a select number (i.e., k) of neighbours are used to categorize new data [120]. The model is 

highly dependent on the selected value of k since higher values lead to a smoother decision 

boundary and a model of lower complexity. In our weighted k-NN approach, more weight is 

allocated to the k points that are closest to the validation data points when plotted in feature space. 

4.2.6 Feature Selection 

Feature comparisons were carried out to determine the optimal features sets to use for 

classification. We began by testing the discriminative ability of each feature independently. 

Features achieving recognition rates under 60% were excluded from subsequent tests. All cross 

validation was performed on the remaining features to determine which combinations provided 

maximal discriminative power.  

4.2.7 Experimental Validation 

Several experiments were carried out to validate our system, including: (a) intra-subject testing, 

(b) inter-subject testing, (c) leave-one-subject-out all cross validation, and (d) a high/low 

frequency comparison. For (a), we used 10-fold all cross validation, which involved partitioning 

the data from each subject into 10 sets. Nine sets were used to train each model, and one set was 

used to validate the model’s performance. This process was repeated 10 times for each fold in the 
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data and accuracies are averaged over all folds. Inter-subject testing (b) involved performing 

10-fold cross validation on the combined dataset for all nine subjects. In this case, features from 

6075 samples were reserved for training, while features from the remaining 675 samples were 

used to test each model. For (c), data from one subject was reserved for testing, while data from 

the other eight subjects was used to train the model. All cross validation was performed by 

leaving each subject out in turn and examining model performance. For (d), the raw 

accelerometer signals were down-sampled to approximately 100 Hz – the typical frequency of 

IMUs used in SLR applications [14][178][100]. Identical features to those used in our high-

frequency tests were extracted, and the same 10-fold cross validation procedure was applied. 

4.2.8 Signal Fusion 

To test the importance of the triaxial components of acceleration, we fused the components into a 

single combined signal using: 

𝐴𝑟𝑠𝑠 =  √𝑎𝑥
2 + 𝑎𝑦

2 + 𝑎𝑧
2  ,    (1) 

where Arss is the combined signal, and ax, ay, and az, represent acceleration in the x, y, and z 

directions, respectively. The original features we chose were extracted from the combined 

acceleration signal for each sensor, thus reducing our feature vector to one third of its size. For all 

feature selection experiments, 10-fold all cross validation was performed on the combined dataset 

for all subjects, and the results from inter-subject testing were used as a baseline comparison 

measure. 

4.2.9 Optimal Sensor Placement 

The discriminative power of each accelerometer location was evaluated in this study by 

experimenting with feature subsets for individual sensors and combinations of sensors. In the first 

test, we attempted to determine whether certain sensor locations provided more discriminative 
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power than others by evaluating the performance of each sensor independently. We also 

performed all-pairwise comparisons between the six possible sensor pairs. This test was used to 

determine the complimentary discriminative ability of sensor pairs. In the last test, the number of 

sensors was reduced from four to three. Model performance was evaluated after leaving each 

sensor out in turn to determine whether all four sensors were necessary for recognition.  

4.3 Experimental Results 

Mean accuracies for all validation experiments are summarized in Table 4.1. Details 

corresponding to each individual test are described in the subsequent sections. 

Table 4.1: The accuracy of LDA, SVM, and k-NN classifiers for each validation test. 

 

4.3.1 Feature Selection 

The accuracies observed when testing each feature independently using an SVM approach on the 

combined dataset from all subjects are summarized in Table 4.2. Frequency domain entropy and 

variance were observed to provide minimal discriminative power when tested independently with 

accuracies below 60%. The mean, integration, and spectral energy performed consistently well 

both on their own and in the all-pairwise comparisons. The remaining features (i.e., maximum, 

minimum, standard deviation) performed similarly to one another in all tests. We tested each 

possible combination of these features with the three that provided the best individual 

Validation Method LDA SVM k-NN 

Intra-Subject Testing 98.1% 97.0% 93.2% 

Inter-Subject Testing 59.3% 97.2% 94.0% 

Leave-One-Subject-Out Testing 29.9% 24.9% 21.6% 

Low Frequency Testing 57.3% 96.7% 93.1% 

Signal Fusion Testing 32.4% 75.7% 61.8% 

Three Sensors 51.9% - 54.7% 96.2% - 96.6% 92.8% - 93.6% 

Two Sensors 44.7% - 47.4% 93.3% - 95.2% 90.5% - 92.1% 

One Sensor 36.6% - 38.9% 85.1% - 88.4% 82.5% - 86.2% 
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discriminative power. Optimal performance was observed for a feature vector of length 48 

comprised of mean, standard deviation, integration, and frequency-domain spectral energy. 

 

Table 4.2: Independent performance of each feature on the combined dataset for all subjects. 

Feature Mean Minimum Maximum 
Standard 

Dev. 
Variance Integration 

Spectral 

Energy 
Entropy 

Accuracy 96.8% 78.8% 81.2% 75.6% 56.1% 96.4% 91.5% 45.6% 

 

4.3.2 Intra-Subject Testing 

Accuracy values for the LDA, SVM, and k-NN models for each of the nine subjects are shown in 

Table 4.3. LDA exhibited the best overall performance for intra-subject testing, with a mean 

accuracy of 98.1% and training time of 1.9 ± 0.8 s per subject. SVM followed with an accuracy of 

97.0% and training time of 16.2 ± 2 s. The k-NN model was the fastest to train with a mean 

training time of 1.8 ± 0.3 s, however it was also the least accurate of the models we compared 

with a mean recognition rate of 93.2%. 

 

Table 4.3: The recognition accuracy of LDA, SVM, and k-NN classifiers for each of the nine subjects. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Validation Method LDA SVM k-NN 

Intra-

Subject 

Testing 

Subject A 99.2% 98.8% 96.9% 

Subject B 96.0% 94.4% 90.7% 

Subject C 97.9% 96.8% 94.1% 

Subject D 98.9% 97.1% 97.1% 

Subject E 98.4% 98.0% 93.7% 

Subject F 98.9% 98.4% 87.9% 

Subject G 98.8% 97.3% 94.4% 

Subject H 96.7% 96.8% 93.9% 

Subject I 97.9% 95.7% 90.3% 

Average 98.1% 97.0% 93.2% 
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4.3.3 Inter-Subject Testing 

Ten-fold cross validation performed on the combined dataset for all subjects resulted in 59.3% 

accuracy for LDA, 94.0% for k-NN, and 97.2% for SVM. Training times were 3.17 s, 6.41 s, and 

42.34 s, respectively. The confusion matrix for the SVM approach, which had the highest 

recognition rate, is shown in Fig. 4.4. 

Tr
u

e
 C

la
ss

 

#0 438   1 1   2 1 6   1   

#1 1 443 5 1            

#2  2 438 3 2  3 1 1       

#3 2 1 2 436 4 1 1 1 2       

#4    4 438 4 3 1        

#5    4 14 431   1       

#6   2 2 3 1 431 5 5 1      

#7 1   1 6 1 4 426 9 2      

#8 1    2  1 18 425 2   1   

#9 1  1   2 1 1 5 439      

#10 2   1  1  1  3 439  3   

Yes 2 1    1    1  440 5   

No 3  3      1 4   439   

Help            1  446 3 

Name               450 

 #0 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 Yes No Help Name 

      Predicted Class 

Figure 4.4: Confusion matrix for the SVM classifier for the combined dataset from all nine subjects. 

 

4.3.4 Leave-One-Out Cross Validation 

Leave-one-subject-out cross validation resulted in 29.9% accuracy for the LDA approach, 24.9% 

for k-NN, and 21.6% for SVM.  

4.3.5 High/Low Frequency Comparison 

Reducing the frequency of the accelerometer data to approximately 100 Hz resulted in slightly 

lower accuracy values of all three models compared to inter-subject testing. The accuracy values 

were 57.3% for LDA, 96.7% for SVM, and 93.1% for k-NN. Respective training times were 

11.5 s, 39.8 s, and 17.4 s. 
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4.3.6 Signal Fusion 

Fusing the x, y, and z components of acceleration into a single signal for each sensor led to a 

reduction in model performance for the dataset from all nine subjects. The feature vector for this 

test was reduced to a length of 16. LDA resulted in a recognition rate of 32.4% and a training 

time of 4.21 s. The SVM model exhibited an accuracy of 75.7% after 1640.5 s of training time. 

The accuracy and training time for k-NN model were 61.8% and 4.65 s, respectively. 

 

4.3.7 Optimal Sensor Placement  

Feature comparisons were carried out to determine optimal sensor placement and number. The 

range of accuracy values for each model are summarized in Table 1. SVM exhibited the highest 

performance for each combination of sensors. A reduction in accuracy was observed each time a 

sensor was removed. 

4.4 Discussion 

In this study, we evaluate the ability of a bio-acoustic sensor system to differentiate between 15 

ASL signs performed by nine subjects. A series of validation experiments were performed to test 

the capabilities of the system under different conditions. Both time- and frequency-domain 

features from each sensor were included in the feature set used for recognition. Time-domain 

features performed surprisingly well on their own. However, the addition of frequency-domain 

features resulted in improvements in accuracy for all models. Detailed discussions related to our 

experimental findings are included in the subsequent sections. 

4.4.1 Intra-Subject Testing 

Intra-subject testing is representative of the performance a device would have if self-calibrated by 

a subject prior to use. In our intra-subject experiments, LDA exhibited the highest performance. 
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This result is consistent with similar wearable sensor-based comparison studies that have been 

carried out for SLR [176][177]. Since LDA assumes that the data in each class exhibits a normal 

Gaussian distribution, it is expected to perform well for single-subject testing. The accuracy of 

our SVM model was slightly lower than that of LDA for eight of the nine subjects. However, the 

training time for SVM was eight times longer than that of the two other models. SVMs are known 

to be computationally expensive for large feature sets since all interactions in feature space are 

computed to determine the support vectors (i.e., points that lie close to the decision boundary) 

[182]. Decreasing the number of training samples or the number of features would result in a 

reduction in training time for our SVM model. As predicted, the training time for k-NN was fast 

since the simplicity of this model makes it computationally efficient. The lower accuracy values 

for this approach may be attributed to the overlay that was observed for certain classes when the 

data points were plotted in multi-dimensional feature space.  

4.4.2 Inter-Subject Testing 

Although LDA resulted in the highest overall accuracy for intra-subject testing, this model’s 

performance decreased considerably for inter-subject testing. This result implies that while 

feature sets for a single subject are linearly separable, the resultant combined feature set for all 

nine subjects cannot be classified using linear approaches. Similar to most research involving 

human movement, variability between subjects was expected [183]. Individuals were instructed 

to perform the repetitions at a self-selected pace, and subjects of varying anthropometric 

measurements were selected for this study. It was also expected that each subject would have 

individual signing tendencies leading to variations in rhythm, intensity level, and transitions into 

signs. Training our model on a variety of subjects performing signs in an unconstrained way 

increases the robustness of our system.  
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 Variability was also expected to exist within the dataset of a single subject. The motor 

learning paradigm suggests that variability in movement decreases with skill acquisition [184]. 

However, since our subjects were non-native signers, a considerable amount of learning was 

expected to occur throughout the trials. The ASL numbers seven and eight were observed to be 

challenging for subjects to perform, and noticeable differences in positioning and transitions into 

the signs were noted. It is evident from the confusion matrix (Fig. 4.4) that the numbers seven and 

eight were misclassified most often in inter-subject testing. These misclassifications are likely the 

result of substantial variability between and within subjects caused by longer learning times, due 

the difficulty level of these gestures. The next highest confusion rate came from the ASL numbers 

four and five, which both involve the flexion of the four phalanges and movement of the thumb. 

Although, both signs involve the activation of the four tendon groups we measured, we were able 

to differentiate between these signs in most cases. 

4.4.3 Leave-One-Subject-Out Cross Validation 

The performance of all three models was limited when tested on data from subjects not included 

in the training process, which reaffirms the existence of variability between subjects. In its current 

state, our system would need to be calibrated by an individual prior to use to perform well. 

Several additional factors could influence the system’s ability to generalize on data from new 

subjects, including feature extraction, overfitting, and the number of subjects used to train the 

model. Although the four features we chose performed well on the combined dataset for all 

subjects, it is possible that additional features would need to be extracted for the models to 

perform well on unseen data. We will continue to investigate different feature sets in future 

iterations of this research. We implemented 10-fold cross validation on the dataset comprised of 

eight subjects to prevent overfitting. However, the limited performance of our models on data 

from unseen subjects can be attributed to overfitting. Increasing the number of subjects would be 
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expected to decrease the effects of variability, which would make the system more robust and 

reduce the effects of overfitting. 

4.4.4 High/Low Frequency Comparison 

Down-sampling our signals by a factor of 27 and extracting identical feature sets to those used for 

inter-subject testing resulted in a slight reduction in model performance. The subtlety of this 

difference suggests that for the lexicon and recognition model we chose, accelerometers sampling 

at 100 Hz may be sufficient for recognition. If placed precisely, accelerometers secured to the 

skin over the major tendons of the wrist may not need to sample at high frequencies to recognize 

gestures within our ASL lexicon. However, additional experimentation on expanded lexicons 

would need to be performed to validate this theory. 

4.4.5 Signal Fusion 

Combining the x-, y-, and z-axis accelerometer components into a single signal for each sensor 

resulted in a substantial reduction in performance. This result suggests that for the lexicon we 

selected, triaxial accelerometers are necessary for our bio-acoustic approach. Fusing the 

components of acceleration into a single signal eliminates the directional information provided by 

each signal independently. We can conclude that both the magnitude and direction of mechanical 

micro-vibrations are essential for recognition. 

4.4.6 Optimal Sensor Placement  

Feature subsets for both individual sensors and combinations of sensors were explored to 

determine whether all sensors were necessary for recognition. Reducing the number of sensors 

from four to three resulted in an average decrease in performance of 0.8% for each of the four 

sensors using an SVM approach. It is evident from Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 that the loss was 

relatively constant across all sensors. Reducing the number of sensors to two resulted in 
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recognition rates above 90% for all possible combinations. This decrease in performance was 

lower than we expected. The six possible combinations of sensors performed relatively similarly 

with a range in accuracies of 1.9%, all of which were in the low to mid-nineties. Accuracy values 

decreased considerably when reducing the number of sensors to one, with results that were below 

90% for all sensors. Once again, each sensor performed similarly with accuracy values ranging by 

2.1%. Since reductions in accuracy were similar regardless of which sensor was removed, our 

results suggest that all four sensors contribute fairly equally to the predictions made. This result is 

inconsistent with comparisons made for the barometric pressure sensor wrist-worn SLR device, 

where it was determined that sensors on the underside of the wrist were most important for 

recognition [177].  

4.4.7 Strengths and Limitations 

There are several limitations and sources of uncertainty that should be noted and addressed in 

future iterations of this research. The 15 ASL gestures we chose provided a good starting point to 

evaluate the capabilities of our bio-acoustic system. However, the gesture set is not representative 

of all types of ASL signs, or of those that would be used in typical interactions between Deaf and 

hearing individuals. Another limitation is that our system was not designed for real-time 

recognition of ASL signs. Since SD cards were used to store and transfer data from the system to 

a processing device, all data processing and testing procedures were performed offline. In the 

future, we will consider Bluetooth data transmission to maintain the wireless nature of our device, 

while allowing for real-time testing. In addition, testing the device on non-native ASL signers 

increased the amount of variability within the dataset for each subject. We could reduce the 

amount of variability due to learning by testing future systems by selecting subjects who ASL 

conventionally in daily life.  
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Despite these limitations, our study also had several strengths. Our device was developed 

using insights collected directly from members of the Deaf community. The wrist-worn nature of 

the device allows for unobstructed use of the hands and fingers. The design of the device 

combined with rest periods between each data collection trial allowed us to collect a considerable 

amount of data without users experiencing fatigue. The 50 repetitions per class from each subject 

allowed us to develop a large dataset (n = 6750) which can be evaluated using many different 

approaches. Lastly, the number of subjects we tested our device on was high compared to other 

SLR studies, many of which tested on a single subject. As a result, our system performed well in 

both intra- and inter-subject validation experiments. 

4.5 Conclusions and Future Work 

The primary objective of this study was to evaluate the performance of our novel bio-acoustic 

SLR system. This aim was accomplished through the development of a high-frequency 

accelerometer sensor system, empirical testing on nine subjects, evaluation of machine learning 

models, and comparisons between feature subsets. The results from our study indicate that 

bio-acoustic sensors placed on the skin over the major tendons of the wrist can capture 

recognizable and repeatable mechanical micro-vibrations. A total of 15 commonly used ASL 

signs were effectively classified using machine learning models. Our key findings are 

summarized as follows: 

• The LDA model exhibited the highest performance for intra-subject testing. 

• SVM consistently outperformed k-NN and LDA for all inter-subject validation experiments. 

• In its current state, our system does not generalize well for subjects not seen during the 

training process. 
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• Reducing the sampling frequency to 100 Hz resulted in a slight decline in model 

performance. 

• The highest performance was observed when all four sensors were included.  

• Slight reductions in performance were observed when reducing the number of sensors from 

four to three. Moderate reductions were observed after reducing the number of sensors to 

two. Substantial reductions in performance were observed when reducing the number of 

sensors to one. All four sensors exhibited similar performance. 

• Fusion of the x, y, and z components of acceleration into a single signal reduced the 

discriminative power of the feature set. 

 

For a device to be useful in practical scenarios, it must be able to recognize larger lexicons 

of ASL signs and ideally, continuous ASL sentences. In future iterations of this research, we plan 

to investigate the scalability of the system to larger lexicons by increasing our number of ASL 

signs. We also plan to test the capabilities of the device on continuous ASL sentences. System 

redesign will be considered with smaller batteries, microcontrollers, and circuitry components so 

that the device can be worn exclusively on the wrist.  

In recent years, deep learning methods have exhibited state-of-the-art performance in other 

similar applications including natural language processing and activity recognition [185][186]. The 

complex layer-by-layer structure of deep networks allows for efficient and comprehensive learning 

of underlying features from large datasets. Thus, deep networks are capable of learning abstract 

relationships from multimodal sensor data without the need for manual feature extraction. Deep 

learning models can also be combined to create unified and robust networks. There is a distinct gap 

between conventional sensor-based SLR systems and recent developments in deep learning 
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applications. We plan to bridge this gap by investigating the use of deep learning methods in future 

iterations of our bio-acoustic approach to sign language recognition. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions and Future Work 

5.1 Conclusions 

Communication barriers can isolate Deaf individuals, which may prevent them from accessing 

services that are necessary to meet their fundamental needs. The COVID-19 pandemic has 

created additional challenges for members of the Deaf community since masks inhibit lipreading, 

and physical distancing measures prevent individuals from approaching one another to exchange 

written or typed notes. There is a growing need for a reliable, accessible, and user focused SLR 

system to enable communication between Deaf and hearing individuals. 

 The overarching aim of this research was to develop a robust and user-focused SLR 

system to enable communication for Deaf individuals. To fulfil this objective, a thorough review 

of the wearable sensor-based SLR field was performed, design preferences from potential end-

users were gathered, and a novel bio-acoustic SLR device was developed and evaluated.  

A comprehensive review of the SLR field revealed many unfavourable attributes of 

previous systems. In contrast to the bulky and restrictive structure of systems that have been 

explored in the past, SLR devices should be minimalistic, comfortable, and unobtrusive. Devices 

should be capable of accurately converting sign language gestures into other languages with 

minimal delay, and onboard batteries and simple charging mechanisms should be incorporated so 

that devices are portable. Our review of the SLR field also revealed an unmistakeable disconnect 

between SLR researchers and sign language users.  

Insights gathered from the questionnaire we conducted serve as a starting point to bridge 

the gap between SLR researchers and the Deaf community. However, ongoing interaction with 

members of the Deaf community is imperative for devices to be user-focused and culturally 
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accepted. Grammatical differences between ASL and English must be taken into consideration, 

and the possibility of low English proficiency levels amongst Deaf individuals should be 

acknowledged. Functionality, accuracy, speed, and comfort should be top priorities when 

developing new systems. 

Validation results from experiments performed with our novel bio-acoustic SLR system 

suggest that high-frequency accelerometers can capture intricate patterns of tendon micro-

vibrations. Machine learning models trained to recognize time- and frequency-domain features 

extracted from accelerometer data can accurately differentiate between a lexicon of 15 ASL 

gestures. A reduction in the sampling frequency to 100 Hz resulted in slightly lower recognition 

rates. Reducing the number of sensors to fewer than four also resulted in reduced accuracy. 

Combining the x, y, and z components of acceleration into a single signal led to a considerable 

reduction in the discriminative power of the feature set. 

5.2 Future Work 

Overcoming the communication barriers that exist for members of the Deaf community is a 

complex problem that will require future design iterations and additional research. Real-time 

recognition with minimal delay is essential for practical interactions using SLR devices. 

Additionally, the ability of systems to scale to larger lexicons of gestures must be explored to 

provide optimal functionality for users. Sentence-level recognition is a pervasive challenge in the 

SLR field due to the complex and unstructured transitions that occur between signs. Effective 

strategies for continuous SLR must be identified and explored. An ideal SLR device would be 

capable of capturing all intended meanings during natural sentences performed by users. Lastly, 

to fully meet the needs of Deaf individuals, future iterations of this research should include 

consideration of both directions of communication.  
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Appendix A: Raw Bio-Acoustic Sensor Data 

In this section, plots of raw bio-acoustic data from the accelerometers are shown. A total of 25 

trials from a single subject are plotted on top of one another. The x, y, and z components of 

acceleration are shown for Accelerometer #2 (top) and Accelerometer #4 (bottom).  
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